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Abstract

Statistical models are playing a pivotal role in many domains (e.g., biology, chemistry,

health care) and help users learn from data, find patterns, and make decisions. There is

an increasing need for domain experts to use such models for understanding and solving

domain-specific problems. However, domain experts may not be experts in data science.

They may face two challenges when developing and using statistical models. One chal-

lenge is that the knowledge of non-expert users may be insufficient to evaluate statistical

models in the model development process. The other challenge is that an insufficient un-

derstanding of statistical models may result in wrong decisions. This thesis uses tweak-

ing model parameters and navigating plots to investigate the research question: how can

data visualizations help users understand statistical models?

More specifically, we explore the following four aspects to answer the research ques-

tion: (1) how tweaking parameters facilitates model evaluation; (2) how navigating plots

assists in model evaluation; (3) how navigating plots helps decision-making; (4) how

tweaking parameters aids in decision-making. This thesis is based on four papers, and

each paper explores one of the four aspects.

Model evaluation is an essential part of the model development process. In paper 1,

we propose a visual analytics tool, RegLine, to support model assumption verification

and violation remedy by tweaking data transformation and influential data points in the

model-training session. The user study suggests that the design features of RegLine

facilitate exploring and evaluating models, even for users with little statistical expertise.

Paper 2 aims to help users explore the space of model accuracy, cross-validation folds,

and forecasts by structured navigation in the model-testing session. A think-aloud study

is conducted, and the results show that our approach helps users explore connections

among charts and enhances the understanding of time-series forecasting performance.
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When evaluating models in both sessions, users need to not only observe multiple

plots but also interpret uncertainty in the data. Understanding uncertainty is important

for making decisions. In paper 3, we proposed multi-state visualization, an approach

that combines a sequence of descriptive plots to facilitate the decision-making process.

A quantitative user study suggests that participants using multi-state visualizations are

more confident and make more accurate estimations. In paper 4, we present a tool, Argus,

that allows users to explore and simulate different experimental scenarios by tweaking

effect size, confounding parameters, and sample size. The user study shows that the

simulations can help participants make informed decisions with experimental designs.

Our findings suggest that the two approaches (tweaking parameters and navigating

plots) improve users’ understanding of statistical models and help them evaluate models

and make decisions. We compare and discuss the ideas and methods of the four papers.

The findings and lessons learned are also discussed in relation to the research question

and future work.
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Dansk resume

Statistiske modeller spiller en vigtig rolle i mange domæner (for eksempel biologi, kemi,

sundhedspleje) og hjælper brugere med at lære fra data, finde mønstre, og tage beslut-

ninger. Der er et stigende behov for, at domæneeksperter bruger sådanne modeller til at

forstå og løse domænespecifikke problemer. Dog er domæneeksperter ikke nødvendigvis

eksperter i datavidenskab. De kan støde på to udfordringer, når de udvikler og bruger

statistiske modeller. Én udfordring er, at brugere, som ikke er eksperter, ikke nødvendigvis

har den viden, som skal til, for at evaluere statistiske modeller under modeludviklingspro-

cessen. Den anden udfordring er, at an utilstrækkelig forståelse af statistiske modeller

kan resultere i forkerte beslutninger. Denne afhandling bruger justering af modelparame-

tre og navigering af plots til at undersøge forskningsspørgsmålet: Hvordan kan datavisu-

aliseringer hjælpe brugere til at forstå statistiske modeller?

Mere specifikt udforsker vi de følgende fire aspekter for at besvare forskningsspørgsmålet:

(1) Hvordan justering af parametre faciliterer modelevaluering; (2) hvordan navigering af

plots hjælper med modelevaluering; (3) Hvordan justering af plots hjælper beslutningsta-

gen; (4) Hvordan justering af parametre bidrager til beslutningstagen. Denne afhandling

er baseret på fire artikler, og hver artikel udforsker ét af de fire aspekter.

Modelevaluering er en essentiel del af modeludviklingsprocessen. I artikel 1 frem-

lægger vi et visuelt analyseværktøj, RegLine, for at støtte bekræftelse af antagelser om

modeller og afhjælpning af brud ved at justere datatransformationer og væsentlige dat-

apunkter i modeltræningssessionen. Brugerundersøgelsen indikerer at RegLine’s desig-

negenskaber faciliterer udforskning og evaluering af modeller, selv for brugere med be-

grænset statistisk ekspertise. Artikel 2 søger at hjælpe brugere med at udforske modellers

præcision, krydsvalideringsfolde, og forudsigelser ved hjælp af struktureret navigering

i modeltestingfasen. Resultaterne af en tænke-højt brugerundersøgelse viser at vores

tilgang hjælper brugere med at udforske forbindelser mellem diagrammer og forbedrer
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forståelsen af tidsserieforudsigelser.

Når brugere evaluerer modeller i begge sessioner, skal de ikke kun observere ad-

skillige plots, men også fortolke usikkerhed i dataen. At forstå usikkerhed er vigtigt

for at tage beslutninger. I artikel 3 fremlagde vi multi-state visualisering, en tilgang som

kombinerer en sekvens af deskriptive plots for at facilitere beslutningstagningsprocessen.

En kvantitativ brugerundersøgelse indikerer at deltagere som bruger multi-state visualis-

eringer er mere selvsikre og laver mere præcise estimeringer. I artikel 4 præsenterer

vi et værktøj, Argus, som tillader brugere at udforske og simulere forskellige eksperi-

mentelle scenarier ved at justere effektstørrelse, forvirrende parametre, og prøvestørrelse.

Brugerundersøgelsen viser at simuleringer kan hjælpe deltagere med at tage informerede

beslutninger med eksperimentelle designs.

Vores resultater viser, at de to tilgange (justering af parametre og navigering af plots)

forbedrer brugeres forståelse af statistiske modeller, og hjælper dem med at evaluere

modeller og tage beslutninger. Vi sammenligner og diskuterer idéer og metoder fra de

fire artikler. Resultaterne og den tilegnede viden diskuteres også i relation til forskn-

ingsspørgsmålet og fremtidigt arbejde.
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Introduction

Statistical models have been widely used in various domains (e.g., biology, chemistry,

finance, and health care) and have fundamentally improved how we understand data.

Such models assist us in many tasks (e.g., discover the correlation between variables,

find useful hidden patterns in the data, predict future trends, and make informed de-

cisions). There is an increasing need for domain experts to use statistical models for

understanding and solving domain-specific problems. However, understanding statistical

models is a broad term, which is not only about the comprehension of statistical concepts

and model-working mechanisms but also requires users to understand selecting features,

refining models, evaluating models, and interpreting model outcomes. The levels of un-

derstanding are related to the knowledge and experience mastered by users. Expert users

(e.g., statisticians, data scientists) have strong expertise in statistical modeling, and they

actively work in the field. In contrast, non-expert users, including intermediate users

and novices, may have some knowledge and experience which are not enough to steer

the model building process. Domain experts are often considered as non-expert users in

statistical modeling.

Recent studies [25, 54] identified different roles based on user needs and views on

neural network models. To better understand the roles of domain experts in statistical

modeling, we adapted two roles (i.e., model builder and model user) from Hohman et

al. [25]. Model builders develop and train statistical models by diagnosing, validating,

and refining models, which requires essential expertise. Model users apply existing sta-

tistical models to solve specific domain problems without knowing the details of models.

The two roles are not mutually exclusive but inter-changeable. For example, when a

domain expert uses a statistical method to solve a problem, her role is the model user.

However, if the data is complex and she cannot directly apply the model, her role is

changed from the model user to the model builder. She needs to develop the model by
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refinement and evaluation to meet certain criteria. After the development, her role is

changed back to the model user again for solving problems.

In the above example, domain experts may face two challenges when either de-

veloping or using statistical models. One challenge is that both the knowledge and

experience of non-expert users may be insufficient to evaluate models as the model

builders. It is difficult for them to validate and refine models iteratively. Many exist-

ing tools [12, 13, 22, 41, 45] are designed for model builders, which assume that users

have enough expertise to train and evaluate models. Some tools [50, 60] designed for

non-expert users mainly focus on the educational purposes that help users understand

the working mechanism, but they do not facilitate the role of non-expert users as a model

developer.

The other challenge is that an insufficient understanding of statistical models may

lead to wrong decisions. Statistical models generate many statistical results either in

the development process or in the prediction session. All roles of the users need to

interpret the statistical results with a specific purpose (e.g., choose an optimal model,

make an investment). Elmqvist et al. [16] proposed structured navigation to help users

explore and understand multi-dimensional data. A good understanding of multiple sta-

tistical plots requires not only the comprehension of each plot but also the ability to

connect multiple plots to gain insights. Furthermore, uncertainty is an important factor

in decision-making. Existing studies [10, 28, 32] focused on using a single chart to help

users understand uncertainty by introducing new forms of visualizations. In reality, users

need to observe and interpret multiple plots instead of only reading a single plot. How-

ever, it seems how users may best possibly gain information from multiple plots, and

what designs can facilitate this process has not well explored in the literature.

It is crucial to address the two challenges because how we design visualizations can

significantly affect users’ understanding of statistical models and subsequent actions.
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Paper 1

RegLine

           Paper 2

Structured Navigation

Paper 4

Argus

            Paper 3

Multi-state Visualization

Tweaking Parameters Navigating Plots

Model Evaluation

Decision Making

Figure 1: Theme Matrix

The purpose of this thesis is to bridge the gaps between users’ comprehension and statis-

tical models by interactive data visualizations. Therefore, the overall research question

guiding this thesis is:

How can data visualizations help users understand statistical models?

In particular, we use two visualization approaches (i.e., tweaking model parameters

and navigating plots) to explore the space of understanding models. The outcomes of this

thesis are to address the two challenges by facilitating model evaluation and decision-

making, respectively, based on the improved understanding of statistical models. There-

fore, we cross the approaches with the outcomes to form a 2x2 matrix shown in Fig.1.

Each grid cell is a combination of a visualization approach and an outcome, which serves

as a theme. Each theme is investigated from an aspect of understanding models by a re-

search paper. Each paper demonstrates how it contributes to our research question. We

summarize the scientific contributions of this thesis based on the four themes in the ma-

trix to answer the research question.

• Tweaking parameters in model evaluation. Interactive visualization helps users

iteratively validate and refine statistical models.
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• Navigating plots in model evaluation. Interactive visualization assists users in

navigating multiple plots to enhance the understanding of model forecasting abil-

ity.

• Navigating plots in decision-making. Interactive visualization helps users navi-

gate multiple plots to understand uncertainty.

• Tweaking parameters in decision-making. Interactive visualization aids users in

simulating experimental scenarios to make informed decisions.

Model evaluation is an essential part of the model building process, which requires

a deep understanding of models, including validation, refinement, interpretation. There-

fore, we begin with the first challenge to explore how tweaking parameters and navi-

gating plot can help users evaluate models. Paper 1 and paper 2 target different phases

of model evaluation. The focus of paper 1 is on evaluating the goodness of fit of mod-

els in the model training session, whereas paper 2 emphasizes the evaluation of model

forecasting ability in the model testing session. In paper 1, we assist non-expert users

in iteratively verifying model assumptions and remedying violations by tweaking data

transformation, influential data points, and residual analysis for linear regression mod-

els. In contrast, paper 2 uses structured navigation to help users explore and understand

the relations among model accuracy, cross-validation folds, and forecasts.

Model evaluation is a process of interpreting multiple statistical results (or plots)

and making decisions. Due to the nature of statistical computing, uncertainty is always

a part of the results, and it has a significant influence on interpretation and decision-

making. Therefore, it is essential to understand uncertainty. Paper 3 proposes multi-state

visualization that helps users explore uncertainty from different aspects. Consequently,

users can make accurate estimates, which result in the right decisions.

In addition to interpreting uncertainty, exploring and comparing different model al-
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ternatives is also important for decision-making. In paper 4, we focus on a specific

domain, experiment design, in HCI research to investigate this aspect. Unlike the other

three papers, the model used in paper 4 is not a machine learning model but a mechanistic

model for a priori power analysis. Users can simulate different experimental scenarios

by tweaking sample size, confounding parameters, and effect size to make informed de-

cisions. Paper 4 studied how the exploration of a priori power analysis can help users

make informed decisions with experimental designs.

The rest parts of the thesis are organized in the following manner. First, we will

briefly explain the fundamental concepts used in this thesis. Second, the abstracts of the

four papers will be presented. Third, we will introduce the research methods guiding the

Ph.D. study and a brief summary of the four studies. Fourth, we will discuss the ideas,

contributions, methods, and lessons learned. Fifth, limitations and future work will be

discussed. Finally, we will conclude the work.
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Fundamentals

In this section, we explain the key fundamental concepts employed through this thesis.

Statistical models

A statistical model is the use of statistical methods (e.g., linear regression) to describe

a relationship between input and output variables and reveal insights of the underlying

data [29]. It is a broad term, which can be further divided into two types of models—

mechanistic models and predictive models. Mechanistic models emphasize the causality

between variables to explain the inner mechanism of the models [51]. For example, a

series of power analysis models belong to this category. Such models explain the causal

relationship between power, effect size, confounding parameters, and sample size on

both a conceptual and a mechanical level. By contrast, predictive models often bypass the

causality and only focus on investigating the correlation between variables and making

predictions [3]. Machine learning models are often referred to as predictive models.

In this thesis, we explored both types of models. Paper 1 and paper 2 investigated the

linear regression models and time-series models, respectively. Paper 3 focused on the

representation of statistical results produced by models. Paper 4 studied the a priori

power analysis.

Model evaluation

Evaluation is an essential part of the model building process, which involves activities

like validation, refinement, and testing. The most popular evaluation methods are out-

of-sample evaluation (also known as holdout) and cross-validation. Despite the different

implementation details, the core concept of the two methods is splitting the data set into

two sets (the training set and the testing set) and categorize the evaluation into two types.
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One stage is to train the model by the training set, which includes validating and refining

models iteratively. The other stage is to measure the ability of how well the trained model

can be generalized on unseen data (the testing set).

Confirmatory data analysis and Exploratory data analysis

A common way of evaluating models in the two stages is to perform confirmatory data

analysis (CDA), which uses statistical tests to represent how well the model fits the

data [57]. Such tests are supported by well-established methods and theories, and the

conclusions from the tests can be generalized from samples to a population. However,

the main drawback of CDA is that predefined hypotheses drive the analysis, and users

have fewer opportunities to discover insights. Moreover, summary statistics can be mis-

leading. The classical example is the Anscombe’s quartet [2] shown in Fig. 21. The

quartet describes that all four data sets have the same regression lines and the same sum-

mary statistics, such as mean, median, and standard deviation, but all sets have very

different data distributions, as plotted in Fig. 2. Exploratory data analysis (EDA) can

solve this problem, which emphasizes the substantive understanding of data by graphic

representations and a focus on tentative model building in an iterative process of model

specification, residual analysis, and model re-specification [4, 57]. CDA and EDA are

not mutually exclusive but complement each other. EDA helps users generate new hy-

potheses by exploring the data, discovering patterns, and gaining initial insights from

data. CDA further assists users in testing such hypotheses by statistical tests.

Visual analytics in model evaluation

Visual analytics (VA) is defined as ”the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by

interactive visual interfaces” [55]. The visual analytics process combines both CDA and
1Image source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=9838454
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Figure 2: Anscombe’s quartet1: four data sets with identical summary statistics (e.g.,
mean, standard deviation) but very different distributions.

EDA to help users gain insights from data. The process per se is the interaction among

humans, visualizations, data, and models [33]. Visual analytics techniques have been

widely employed in tools to facilitate dimension reduction [43, 52], clustering [53, 58],

classification [36, 38], and regression [37, 41]. Tweaking model parameters are the main

technique that helps users refine and evaluate models [18]. Model parameters can be

divided into two categories [39]. One category is the internal model parameters whose

values are estimated by statistical methods and cannot be manually specified. The other is

the external model parameters (or hyperparameters) whose values are often specified by

users rather than methods. Estimating hyperparameters is a trial-and-error process based

on users’ hunches and expertise. VA can facilitate this process by visualizing model

parameters, data, and the model. Users can directly manipulate the corresponding visual

objects to explore the space of model parameters. For example, several works [22, 41, 40]
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use visual analytics to understand and facilitate feature selection. These studies suggest

that interactive visualizations can help users understand and interpret models by tuning

parameters [46].
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Abstracts of Papers

Paper 1 — RegLine: Assisting Novices in Refining Linear Regression Models

The process of verifying linear model assumptions and remedying associated violations

is complex, even when dealing with simple linear regression. This process is not well

supported by current tools and remains time-consuming, tedious, and error prone. We

present RegLine, a visual analytics tool supporting the iterative process of assumption

verification and violation remedy for simple linear regression models. To identify the

best possible model, RegLine helps novices perform data transformations, deal with ex-

treme data points, analyze residuals, validate models by their assumptions, and compare

and relate models visually. A qualitative user study indicates that these features of Reg-

Line support the exploratory and refinement process of model building, even for those

with little statistical expertise. These findings may guide visualization designs on how

interactive visualizations can facilitate refining and validating more complex models.

Teaser video available at: https://youtu.be/EEITseJVksM

Paper 2 — Visual Exploration of Time-Series Forecasts Through Structured Navi-

gation

Evaluating the forecasting ability of time-series involves observations of multiple charts

representing different aspects of model accuracy. However, the sequence of the charts

observed by users is not controlled and it is difficult for users to discover relations among

charts. Therefore, we propose a method for constructing a navigation structure that

shows these relations based on the syntax and semantics of the charts. An excerpt from

the structure is used as a context menu that allows users to navigate through a series of

charts and explore their relations in a structured way. A qualitative study is conducted

to evaluate the system and the results show that our approach helps explore connections
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among charts and enhances the understanding of time-series forecasting performance.

Paper 3 — Multi-state Visualizations of Descriptive Statistics

Decision making often requires a series of low-level tasks involving descriptive statistics,

each of them supported by a single visual representation, such as a bar chart or a violin

plot. However, a single representation conveys limited information and no study has in-

vestigated using a combination of visual representations to facilitate the decision-making

process. We propose multi-state visualizations, which allow users to switch easily be-

tween different visual representations (or states). Such visualizations provide users with

more opportunities to explore and interpret the underlying data. We present three can-

didate multi-state visualizations, pairing error bars with violin plots, quantile dot plots,

or hypothetical outcome plots. In a crowd-sourced study, we compare multi-state and

single-state visualizations to investigate if they enhance users’ accuracy and confidence

in making probability estimates. The results show that participants using multi-state vi-

sualization feel more confident and make more accurate estimations. Furthermore, we

discuss the benefits of using multiple states in visualization for uncertainty visualizations.

Teaser video available at: https://youtu.be/yjKr69f0cHU

Paper 4 — Argus: Interactive a Priori Power Analysis

HCI researchers who create novel interaction techniques often struggle to design effec-

tive experiments to test performance. A priori power analysis––assessing power while

designing an experiment––is inherently challenging. This is due to the complex relation-

ships among parameters such as sample size, experiment design, and effect size; which is

further exacerbated when effect sizes for new technologies are not available. We present

Argus, a tool for interactive exploration of statistical power. In two studies, we show that

both junior and experienced researchers can successfully (1) extract parameters from re-
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search articles to conduct power analyses; and (2) use Argus to evaluate trade-offs and

relationships relevant to statistical power and sample sizes. We discuss the benefits and

limitations of Argus, as well as directions for future research.

Teaser video available at: https://youtu.be/9vv5SZOxoOw
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Research Methods

Different research methods were used for investigating the research question. The funda-

mental method is literature study, which enables a solid knowledge of visualization and

HCI literature (e.g., visual encoding, interaction techniques, design guidelines, evalua-

tion methods). Such knowledge is an important precondition for conducting an effective

design study [48]. To develop effective visualization tools for specific domains, it is im-

portant to involve domain experts in the design process to understand the problems, ob-

serve their work, and iteratively obtain feedback to the designs. Therefore, user-centered

methods (e.g., Munzner’s nested model [42], observations, interviews, questionnaires)

are applied in my research to acquire initial need, analyze, design, prototype, and eval-

uate the visualization designs. In particular, empirical study is the main method in the

four papers for conducting effective design studies.

Empirical Study

Controlled experiments

A controlled experiment is a quantitative study that involves the formulation of hypothe-

ses, experimental design (e.g., dependent and independent variables, counter-balancing),

data collection, and statistical analysis (e.g., ANOVA, t-Test). In the experimental de-

sign, users, tasks, and tools are often manipulated as independent variables, whereas

accuracy and efficiency are measured as dependent variables [8]. A major limitation of

the lab study is that the sample size is small, and the pool of participants is not represen-

tative so that it is difficult to make the experimental findings generalizable to larger and

more heterogeneous groups of the population [20]. Besides, time and financial costs are

also significant constraints.

Crowdsourcing becomes popular to conduct human-centered studies in HCI and VIS
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communities. It allows researchers to recruit a large number of participants with hetero-

geneous backgrounds in a short period, and the financial cost is lower compared to lab

experiments. The crowdsourced experiments are conducted through online crowdsourc-

ing platforms (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), Figure Eight (previous Crowd-

Flower)). Many studies have shown the validity and the effectiveness of crowdsourcing

for user studies [35, 6, 23, 27, 28, 10, 32]. Heer et al. [23] demonstrated that the crowd-

sourced graphical perception studies are viable and contribute new insights for visualiza-

tion design. Several recent studies used AMT to evaluate how ordinary people interpret

different visual representations of probability distributions [27, 28, 10, 32].

With the awareness of the potential pitfalls in crowdsourcing [6], paper 4 used this

evaluation methodology to assess how well users can estimate means and probabilities

by visualizations.

Think-aloud study

The controlled experimental study uses predefined tasks to measure insights. Such pre-

defined benchmark tasks are only capable of specific perceptual effects but not enough

to capture desired characteristics of insights when the visual analytics systems become

complex [44]. The think-aloud study is the primary method used in this thesis for eval-

uating visualizations by determining how well visualizations generate insight [44]. The

think-aloud study is a qualitative evaluation method that users speak out their thoughts

while exploring the visual analytics system. It enables users to capture deeper and richer

insights of visualization systems, and it has been widely used to evaluate visualization

and visual analytics systems [47, 42, 14, 5].

Therefore, papers 1, 2, and 3 used the think-aloud method to evaluate what insights

are gained while participants were using the corresponding visualization systems to ex-

plore the models and data.
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Four User Studies

In this section, we give a brief introduction to the user studies associated with the four

papers.

Paper 1 RegLine: Assisting Novices in Refining Linear Regression Models

System description: RegLine is a visual analytics tool that helps novices validate and

refine linear regression models iteratively. Users can (1) verify whether fitted models

violate the model assumptions by residual analysis; (2) tune different transformations

of the data to remedy the model assumption violations; (3) identify unusual data points

(i.e., outliers, high leverage points) and examine the influence of these points on model

accuracy; (4) evaluate model accuracy metrics based on essential statistical tests and

understand how the accuracy measures relate; (5) visually compare different models by

direct manipulation (e.g., brushing and linking).

Purpose: We aimed to observe and understand the reasoning process of the participants

when they were using RegLine to validate and refine simple linear regression models.

Methods: Think-aloud study.

Participants: There were 8 participants (6 males, 2 females) with an averaged age 26.8

(SD = 3.7). They were university researchers or students with a background in computer

science, bioinformatics, or geoscience. The averaged level of self-reported expertise on

linear regression measured by the 7-point Likert scale is 4 (1= no knowledge, 7=expert).

Tasks: Participants were asked to build and refine simple linear regression models based

on the given data sets.

Data used in the study: Three real-world data sets were used for building the models.

All the data sets have unusual data points. All fitted linear models by the data sets violate

the model assumptions of constant variance, normality, and linearity.
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Model: Simple linear regression model was used in the study.

Data collected from the study: Field notes (observations by experimenters), screen and

audio recordings, and interviews.

Paper 2 Visual Exploration of Time-Series Forecasts Through Structured Naviga-

tion

System description: To evaluate the forecasting ability of time-series models, users

need to observe several charts. A method is proposed to construct a graph structure

that links all the charts based on the syntax and semantics of the charts. An interactive

visualization tool is built based on the method. Users can navigate through a series of

charts by a context menu that is an excerpt from the graph structure.

Purpose: We aimed to study how participants explored the relations between model

accuracy, folds, and forecasts by structured navigation, and what insights were gained.

Methods: Think-aloud study.

Participants: We recruited 10 participants (7 males and 3 females; age m=31.3, SD=7.5)

with backgrounds in computer science and statistics. The self-reported expertise in eval-

uating time-series models showed that four were novices, four were intermediate users,

and two were expert users.

Tasks: We asked participants to explore the multiple chats representing different aspects

of forecast accuracy by using our tool and analyze the forecasting ability of three models.

Data used in the study: Three real-world time-series data sets.

Model: ARIMA model.

Data collected from the study: Field notes (observations by experimenters), screen and

audio recordings, and interviews.
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Paper 3 Multi-state Visualizations of Descriptive Statistics

Design: Based on the design guidelines of multi-state visualization, we designed three

multi-state visualizations—multi-state quantile dotplot, multi-state violin plot, and multi-

state hypothetical plot. We defined three single-state visualizations as control groups,

which are single-state quantile dotplot, single-state violin plot, and single-state hypothet-

ical plot. The experiment was a mixed-design consisting of three independent variables

(i.e., chart type, chart state, and data type). In particular, the chart type (three levels:

quantile dotplot, violin, hypothetical plot) and the chart state (two levels: multi-state and

single-state) are between-subject factors. The data type (two levels: normally distributed

and non-normally distributed) is the within-subjects factor. Each condition is a combi-

nation of the chart type and chart state. Error bar plot was used as a baseline condition

in the study. In total, we evaluated seven conditions.

Purpose: Four hypotheses were formulated to help us understand how participants in-

teracted with our design in terms of accuracy, confidence, and satisfaction.

Methods: Controlled experiment via Amazon MechanicalTurk (a crowdsourcing plat-

form)

Participants: 297 workers were recruited, but 35 workers were discarded because of un-

completed tasks and insufficient background knowledge (i.e., their estimates were larger

than three times SD). 262 participants (age m=35.9, SD=9.6) remained for the study. The

ratio of males to females is 1.5:1.1.

Tasks: The mean estimation task and the probability estimation task.

Measures: We used absolute error to measure the accuracy of participants’ estimates.

We also measured participants’ confidence towards each estimation, participants’ satis-

faction, and subjective opinions.

Data used in the study: 10 synthesized data sets by theoretical distribution generator.
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Data collected from the study: Estimates of the mean, estimates of the probability, the

confidence of the estimation, answers to the Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfac-

tion (QUIS), and subjective opinions of the visualization.

Paper 4 Argus: Interactive a Priori Power Analysis

System description: Argus is an interactive visualizaiton tool assisting users in making

alternative experimental designs. Users can simulate different experimental scenarios by

tweaking effect size, confounding parameters, number of participants, and number of

replications. Users can compare (1) the mean difference between paired levels by the

pairwise difference widget; (2) the differences in power trade-offs in terms of changing

the number of either participants or replications; (3) compare different designs through

the power history view.

Purpose: We aimed to study what insights participants gained during exploring the im-

pact of design choices (e.g., sample size, effect size, confounding parameters) for their

experiments.

Methods: Think-aloud study.

Participants: 9 participants were recruited. Four were expert users with extensive expe-

rience in experiment design, and the rest five were novices who have learned theories of

designing experiments.

Tasks: Participants were asked to plan a replication study and come up with two alter-

native designs.

Data used in the study: A summary of Douglas et al. [15]’s study.

Model: A priori power analysis model.

Data collected from the study: Field notes (observations by experimenters), screen and

audio recordings, and interviews.
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Data Analysis Methods

The analysis aims to gain insights of how users interact with the tool or design to achieve

specific goals. We used the following methods to analyze different types of data.

Quantitative data

We used parametric statistical tests to analyze the interval/ratio data collected from the

controlled experiment. In particular, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) was for the sta-

tistical significance test, and the Bonferroni corrected test was used to counteract the

inflation of multiple comparisons. Similarly, non-parametric statistical tests were used

to analyze the ordinal data (e.g., Likert-scale data). We used the Kruskal–Wallis test for

the statistical significance test and the Dunn test for the inflation correction.

Qualitative data

The screen and audio recordings were partially transcribed. By using the field notes as

guidance, we performed a top-down approach to code the transcriptions and put them

in different categories according to the typology of data models [9]. Then, a bottom-up

thematic analysis was conducted based on the affinity diagram method [26]. During the

analysis, we discussed the interpretations to summarize different types and characteris-

tics of the insights that participants gained during the exploration of the tools.

Results

Based on the data analysis methods, we summarize the key findings of each paper in this

section, which may contribute to the future design of facilitating the understanding of

statistical models.
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Paper 1 RegLine: Assisting Novices in Refining Linear Regression Models

Data transformation: Participants explored possible combinations of x and y transfor-

mations by using different approaches to steer multiple models. The exploration was a

trial-and-error approach, but they reasoned about the optimal combinations based on the

selected ones rather than random clicking. Participants felt that the matrix design gave

them enough flexibility to try different transformations and brought different insights

into the data.

Influential data identification and auto-detection: Participants attempted to remove

the influential points that either were detected by RegLine or looked suspicious. They

compared the difference between the original model and the modified model by regres-

sion lines, metrics, and residuals. They understood that algorithms for outlier detection

were not always reliable, which resulted in false-positive points. The process of tenta-

tively removing influential points made participants learn the importance of unusual data

analysis.

Residual analysis and assumption validation The majority of the participants neither

perform residual analysis nor validate model assumptions in their daily practice because

they did not know the importance of assumption validation. However, participants felt

obliged to do so in our setup because the design drew their attention.

Model Comparison and model ranking Three types of comparisons were summarized

from the observations: (1) comparison between the original model and the modified

models by detailed plots and bar charts in the modification mode; (2) comparison among

small multiples; (3) comparison by bar charts. Participants found the comparison be-

tween two versions of the model useful because they can observe how the changes af-

fected the model. They used the small multiples as the overview of each model, which

allowed them to compare models by small multiples. Participants narrowed down the

number of candidate models by model ranking. They reasoned about the optimal trans-
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formations and candidate models by combining the exploration of small multiples and

the accuracy metrics represented by the bar charts.

Paper 2 Visual Exploration of Time-Series Forecasts Through Structured Naviga-

tion

Exploration through structured navigation: The path explored by participants can

be summarized as MA←→ MAF←→ FAM←→TDMF. They went back and forth to

explore and make the analysis of the charts by structured navigation. They found that

structured navigation helped them explore the charts in depth. Participants compared

the averaged forecasting accuracy across the models by MA and the variation of model

accuracy by MAF. FAM and TMFD were used to analyze the distance between observed

and predicted data. Moreover, they switched between the alternative charts to validate

whether the accuracy metrics were consistent.

Understanding the relations between charts: Participants found that structured navi-

gation allowed them to evaluate the model performance from different aspects and under-

stand the relations between model accuracy, folds, and predictions. The animated transi-

tion helped them understand the difference between the two charts. They also found the

thumbnail views intuitive and self-explanatory. Furthermore, the context menu helped

participants navigate plots without feeling lost. They felt the control of the navigation.

Paper 3 Multi-state Visualizations of Descriptive Statistics

Mean estimation task: A two-way ANOVA was conducted on chart type and chart

state. We found a significant difference between chart states (F (1, 215) = 61.9, p <

0.0001, η2 = 0.22) and a significant difference between chart types (F (2, 215) = 9.23, p <

0.0001, η2 = 0.08). The Bonferroni corrected tests further suggest that (1) multi-state vi-

sualizations have significant lower levels of error than single-state visualizations (padj <
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0.0001); (2) both violin and QDot as chart types have lower error rates compared to

HOPs (padj < 0.001 and padj < 0.01 respectively). The interactions between chart type

and chart state (F (2, 215) = 3.43, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.03) indicate that the individual

multi-state visualizations have lower error compared to their counterpart single-state vi-

sualizations in general. The findings support our H1 (when estimating the mean of the

dataset, participants will have lower error rates using multi-state representations than

those using single-state visualizations).

Probability estimation task: After a two-way ANOVA test, we did not find any sta-

tistical significance between single-state and multi-state visualizations, which suggests

that multi-state visualizations are no better than single-state counterparts. These findings

are in line with our H2 (when estimating the probability of a random variable below a

threshold, participants using multi-state representations have similar accuracy to those

using single-state visualizations).

Confidence of estimation: With the Kruskal-Wallis test, we found a significant differ-

ence (χ2(6) = 124.18, p < 0.0001) for the confidence of the mean estimation between

multi-state and single-state visualizations. A post-hoc Dunn test indicates that the con-

fidence of estimating the mean by multi-state visualizations is significantly higher than

the confidence of estimating the mean by single-state visualizations.

However, we did not find any significant difference in the confidence of the prob-

ability estimation between multi-state and single-state visualizations. These findings

partially support H3 (Participants feel more confident to reason about estimation using

multi-state visualizations than single-state visualizations).

The number of switch times and the average of completion time: The averaged num-

ber of switch times was 2.9 when participants observed multi-state visualizations. Partic-

ipants switched 3.79 times for the multi-state violin plots, 2.98 times for the multi-state

quantile dotplots, and 2.02 times for the multi-state HOPs.
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Similarly, the average time spent on two estimation tasks is 38.86 seconds per trial.

Participants spent 38.82 seconds on multi-state visualizations compared to single-state

visualizations (40.77 seconds).

Paper 4 Argus: Interactive a Priori Power Analysis

Patterns in the use of history: Participants explored the power history view in two

different ways. One way was that they compared the progression of power changes as

gradually adjusting a design parameter. The other way was that they jumped back and

forth in the history timeline by the hovering interaction to compared the simulated design

scenarios.

Understanding confounds: Participants explored and tuned the confound parameters

according to the replication material, their hunches, and experience. They understood

the confounds and counterbalancing techniques by the pop-up view. However, some

participants had difficulty adjusting the value of the confound parameters due to the

coarse-scale parameters.

Statistical interpretation: We found that participants gained insights into the estimated

effect size by the pairwise comparison view. The dance of CIs helps them understand the

variation in the simulated data, and the bipolar text helped them interpret the relationship

between the pair differences.
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Discussion

In this section, we discuss our contributions from the perspectives of the relations be-

tween the four papers, the findings, the methods, and lessons learned. Based on the

theme matrix (Fig. 1), we first discuss our contributions vertically per column and then

horizontally per row.

Tweaking Parameters - Paper 1 and Paper 4

Some model parameters cannot be estimated from the data but specified heuristically by

users [39]. The values of these parameters determine the performance of a model. The

core concept of paper 1 and paper 4 is to help users explore the space of model param-

eters and enhance the understanding of the correlation between independent variables

and the dependent variable. Tuning parameters offer users opportunities for creating a

space where users can explore and compare alternative models and then gain insights.

However, the two papers used opposite approaches to exploring the space of model pa-

rameters.

RegLine creates a closed search space for tuning parameters by fixing the range of

values. All the possible values of parameters are enumerated. For example, the range of

exponents for x and y transformation is fixed between -3 and 3. The total number of com-

binations of x and y transformations is 81. Users only need to find one from the list of

81 combinations rather than come up with new combinations. Similarly, Das et al. [12]

also used this closed-space approach but for a higher level of model steering. In partic-

ular, they focused on a set of enumerated regression algorithms (e.g., linear, bayesian,

logistic, ensemble), which allows users to tune different types of algorithms instead of

parameters. In general, this approach does not require essential expertise in specific as-

pects of statistics (e.g., data transformation in paper 1), and even a layperson may find
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the right value by a brute-force search in an extreme scenario. However, the idea of Reg-

Line is not about performing an exhaustive grid search but allowing users to try different

values heuristically and learning how data transformation affects the linear regression

analysis. Meanwhile, RegLine also provides users with visual aids and interactions (e.g.,

small multiples, sorting) to facilitate the discovery process. This approach lowers the

threshold for essential knowledge, and even people with little statistical knowledge can

use RegLine. By contrast, Argus offers users an open space to explore possible values of

model parameters. There is no list of enumerated parameter values available. Users need

to estimate the ranges of parameters based on their hunches, literature, or pilot study,

which raises the threshold and requires essential expertise to use the tool. Argus gives

users more freedom to explore the space of parameters. Based on the two studies, we

learned that a better understanding of the task abstraction and user’s need abstraction

can guide us to make decisions on which design approaches are suitable for a specific

situation and a target user group.

Exploring the space of model parameters is not only about trying different values but

also requires the incorporation of users’ knowledge. Previous studies show that graphi-

cal elicitation of prior knowledge can help users make estimates, recall, and understand

data [21, 27, 34]. Argus also employs this method to elicit the knowledge of effect size

by draggable bars. However, our implementation is different from the original study [34],

where users received immediate feedback to the gap between prediction (elicited from

the users) and observed data right after the knowledge elicitation. In our case, it is im-

possible to compare the elicited effect size with the observed effect size unless a real

experiment is conducted. The purpose of Argus is to simulate experimental data by the

elicited effect size for a priori power analysis. Therefore, the feedback from Argus is

the pairwise difference and the estimated power based on the knowledge elicited from

users. The results indicate that participants were actively engaged in the process of recall

and tweaking effect size with feedback from the simulated data. The understanding of
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Figure 3: The pairwise-difference view with its two labeling-modes

the relationship between effect size and power was also improved. However, the aim

of our user study is not about evaluating the elicitation techniques. Our findings only

partially suggest that graphical elicitation is beneficial to incorporate prior knowledge

into the process of tweaking parameters. A rigid study as future work is needed to inves-

tigate what and how different graphical interfaces, interactions, and feedback can help

knowledge elicitation in the process of model development.

Each tweaking of a model parameter results in a recomputation of model metrics and

associated uncertainty. Most of the tools (e.g., paper 1, [13, 17, 31, 45]) focus on help-

ing users perform visual analytics on model metrics, but understanding uncertainty is

often not well supported by them. Prediction bands, confidence interval (CI) bands, and

error bars are commonly used for representing uncertainty in the process of model devel-

opment. However, there is an increasing need to design good visual representations of

uncertainty to facilitate the understanding of uncertainty and related statistical concepts

for non-expert users. In Argus, we simulated 30 datasets (by default) from the specified
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parameters. We need to communicate the uncertainty that is inherent in the simulation

to users. Existing works [11, 28] have applied animated visualizations for representing

variations of the underlying data. Especially, Hullman et al. [28] suggests that users can

observe the variation without conscious effort, which eases the interpretation. Instead

of showing the averaged pairwise difference (the mean difference and its associated CI

of a selected pair in experimental designs), our early version (Fig. 3-C) displayed the

variation of the simulated data by animating the 30 pairwise difference, which forms the

dance of CIs. However, some users were confused with the animated pairwise differ-

ence, and they could not make the right interpretations of the observed pair. Based on

the analysis of the user task and users’ feedback, we found that animated visualization

only helps users understand the variation but does not contribute to the interpretation

of the pairwise difference plot in our case. This is because the task of reading the plot

consists of two sub-tasks. One is to observe the variation of the underlying data, and

the other is to compare the pair (e.g., which reading medium paper or screen is faster in

Fig. 3-A). It is challenging for users to have a clear impression of the overall difference

between the pair, especially when the series of animated pairwise differences are mixed

with positive and negative values. Therefore, we added bipolar text (Fig. 3-B) to assist

users in interpreting the overall pairwise difference. After users with different expertise

tested the latter design, it was clear to them. To cater to the need of expert users, we still

keep the early version (the original pairwise difference plot) as an alternative plot in the

Argus. Users can switch the two plots by holding the shift key.

Navigating Plots - Paper 2 and Paper 3

In paper 2 and paper 3, we explored how structured navigation helps users cumulatively

explore, understand, and interpret the underlying data from different angles. We used a

predefined structure or sequence of plots to guide users to observe multiple plots. The
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predefined structure can be generated in different ways, such as the relations among plots

in Paper 2, types of tasks in Paper 3, scatterplot matrix of variables [16]. The theory sup-

porting this design is based on previous studies [7, 30, 49], suggesting that viewing multi-

ple plots helps users gain more insights and make decisions. That is, when users observe

the first plot, a rough mental model of the data is built. As users observe new plots, the

mental model is updated and improved by integrating new percepts into the previous per-

cept. The information gained from multiple plots is ephemeral because of the constraints

of short term memory. However, once multiple pieces of information are combined and

put in context, they can lead insights that can be remembered and guide decision mak-

ing. The findings from the user studies are in line with the literature [7, 30, 49], and

further suggest that structured navigation helps participants better understand and more

accurately interpret the underlying data, which result in more qualified decision-making.

The methods of generating the navigation structure are different in the two papers.

The graph structure is generated according to the closeness among plots in paper 2. The

closeness between two plots is calculated by the number of changes needed to trans-

form from one plot to another plot. The focus of this method is on the transformable

relations between plots. By contrast, the method in Paper 3 generates a sequence of

plots according to the types of tasks. The theoretical support of this method is that the

process of decision-making is often not just making one decision but involves making a

series of sub-decisions before the final decision is made [19]. This method decomposes

a decision-making task into a series of low-level decision-making tasks and associates a

descriptive plot with each low-level task. Users observe the series of plots and answer

the associated low-level tasks, which eventually yields decisions on the high-level task.

The two methods achieve the same goal to facilitate the understanding of the underlying

data by building a mental model.

The two approaches are not mutually exclusive. The method in paper 2 emphasizes
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the understanding of the inter-connections between plots, which does not consider un-

certainty within the data represented by each plot. On the contrary, paper 3 investigates

uncertainty in the data and splits a single plot into multiple plots to help users understand

uncertainty. The two methods work at different scales of understanding and interpret-

ing the underlying data, which can be used collaboratively. For example, similar to the

scenario in paper 2, users need to evaluate the forecasting ability of time-series mod-

els. They continue using the context menu to explore the relations among plots, which is

based on the graph structure. When they observe the detailed view in Paper 2, multi-state

visualization can be applied, which allows users to explore the uncertainty from different

aspects of the underlying data. The detailed view displays different states of the data, and

users can switch between states by interaction. A rigid study should be conducted in the

future to investigate how well the two methods are integrated in terms of understanding

data.

Animated transitions have been widely used for understanding changes in the data.

We adopted three types of animation from Heer et al. [24] to explain the roles of ani-

mated transition in data analysis (i.e., data schema transition, visualization transition, and

timestep transition). In particular, the data schema transition aims to show the changes

between data dimensions. Each dimension represents an attribute of the underlying data.

One dimension can either be added as a new dimension or be changed from one attribute

to another attribute. The visualization transition shows the transition between different

visual encodings of the same data attributes. The timestep transition represents temporal

changes between data values. Animated transitions are also considered to be harmful

to data analysis because it may (1) distract users’ attention; (2) take longer time to ob-

serve; (3) establish a false relation between unrelated objects. [24, 56, 59]. It seems

that animated transitions are rarely used in visual analytics systems due to the reasons

above. However, our two studies show the possibility of integrating animated transi-

tions into the process of data analysis. Paper 2 employs the data schema transition to
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facilitate the understanding of relations between plots. Paper 3 uses the visualization

transition to smooth the transition between plots. Gapminder [1] is an example of the

timestep transition for understanding time-series data. Furthermore, our results from the

two studies suggest that a properly designed animated transition does not harm the speed

of data analysis and exploration. On the contrary, it does enhance the understanding of

the changes between data attributes.

The generalizability of the two methods is at different scales. The primary focus of

Paper 2 is on a specific topic—model evaluation in the testing session. Particularly, the

paper aims to help users evaluate the forecasting ability of time-series models. We be-

lieve that the approach proposed in Paper 2 can be applied to the training session and

even a broader scope beyond the evaluation of time-series models (e.g., regression, clas-

sification) due to the similarity of evaluation in different models. In contrast, multi-state

visualization in Paper 3 is more generalizable because it emphasizes the understanding

and interpretation of uncertainty in the underlying data. The usage of multi-state visual-

ization is not only in model evaluation but also in broader scenarios, as long as the tasks

are related to observing multiple descriptive plots with uncertainty. Compared with the

linear structure of multi-state visualization, users have more flexibility and opportunities

to navigate different plots by the graph structure in Paper 3.

Besides, the scalability of the two approaches is limited by the number of plots. As

the amount of plots reaches a specific number, whether the multiple percepts can still be

well integrated into the mental model and whether the amount of information can exceed

users’ comprehension remain unanswered. This needs to be addressed in future work.

Tweaking and Navigating for Model Evaluation and Decision-making

We have presented tweaking parameters and navigating plots for understanding statis-

tical models. The use of the two approaches is illustrated with four studies to answer
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the overall research question based on the two challenges. The difference between the

two approaches is that tweaking parameters result in dynamic changes of models and

produces new data, whereas navigating plots is based on the existing data and does not

lead to any changes in the models. The usage of the approaches is highly dependent on

the core tasks of the domain situation. For example, paper 1 and paper 2 support the two

types of model evaluation, respectively. One type is evaluating the goodness of fit in the

mode-training session, which requires users iteratively validate and refine models. Each

refinement generates new statistics and an alternative model. The other type is evaluating

the model forecasting ability in the model-testing session, which only requires users to

observe multiple plots of accuracy metrics. The common goal of the two approaches is

to allow users to build up an understanding of the models from different perspectives.

The qualitative studies suggest that the two approaches facilitate model evaluation and

enhance users’ understanding of statistical models in the perspectives of exploration,

diagnosis, validation, and refinement.

Similarly, paper 3 and paper 4 aim to support decision-making by improving the

understanding of models. The core task of a priori power analysis in paper 4 is analyz-

ing several experimental designs to make informed decisions. This task requires users

to simulate multiple experimental scenarios by tuning different parameters actively. By

contrast, paper 4 only needs the exploration of the relations among charts rather than

making changes. Our qualitative evaluations indicate that tweaking parameters and nav-

igating plots improve the understanding of the relations between model parameters (or

model outputs), and such improvements facilitate decision-making.

Furthermore, the targets of the two approaches are different. In particular, tweak-

ing model parameters targets statistical methods (e.g., linear regression, classification,

resampling methods), which requires users to take actions on the methods. By contrast,

navigating plots aims at the data, and it needs users to observe plots. The difference be-
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tween the two targets shows the possibility of combining the two approaches for model

development since statistical methods and data are always intertwined. For example,

tweaking parameters result in multiple calculated statistics. Users can use our two navi-

gation techniques to understand either the relations between the statistics (paper 2) or the

uncertainty of the calculation (paper 3). Similarly, the relation between model evaluation

and decision-making are also not in parallel but intertwined. Decision-making happens

in every step of model evaluation. Our user studies show that an enhanced understanding

of models can yield better decisions, and the process of model development can bene-

fit from such decisions. We believe that both approaches are applicable to many other

domain situations with the goal of understanding models.
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Limitations and Future Work

In paper 3, we conducted a controlled experiment via the crowdsourcing platform—

Amazon Mechanical Turk. Compared to lab-based experiments in HCI, we had a rel-

atively large sample size (262 participants), which allowed us to draw statistical con-

clusions from the quantitative data. However, statistical significance does not help us

better understand why and how participants used our design. Due to the characteristic of

crowdsourcing, it was impossible to observe the reasoning process and how users inter-

act with the visualizations, even if we logged users’ activities and asked them to answer

two subjective questions. It is also challenging to have direct communications with par-

ticipants. Therefore, we need to conduct a lab-controlled study to improve the design of

multi-state visualizations in the future.

By contrast, we used the qualitative approach, think-aloud study, to evaluate the three

studies in papers 1, 2, and 4. We received a rich set of qualitative data and direct feed-

back from participants. However, the sample size was small (around 10 participants per

study), and participants were with heterogenic backgrounds, which is difficult to con-

clude strongly about our findings. Thus, future work should focus on the evaluation with

a relatively large sample of users and further investigate the deployment of our tools with

domain experts.

Furthermore, non-expert users are the primary target user group of this thesis. All the

tools in this thesis were designed to cater to the needs of non-expert users. For example,

paper 1 and paper 3 aimed for users with little statistical knowledge, whereas paper 2 and

paper 4 target users with the essential knowledge of statistical models. However, we did

not consider much about the needs of expert users. The feedback from them suggests that

more advanced features are expected to facilitate tweaking parameters and navigating

plots. In the future, we should (1) investigate the needs of different user groups; (2)

make customized designs to meet different requirements from different groups.
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Also, we explored tweaking parameters and navigating plots separately in this the-

sis. The corresponding studies show that both approaches support the understanding of

models. However, we did not explicitly explore the combination of the two approaches

in one study. Thus, future work should (1) investigate new effective designs that com-

bine tweaking parameters and navigating plots together; (2) make the two methods more

generalizable; (3) investigate design guidelines to help visualization practitioners create

effective designs for building models.
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Conclusion

In this thesis, we investigated how data visualizations can help users understand statisti-

cal models by tweaking model parameters and navigating plots. Four empirical studies

were conducted, and each study contributed to a specific theme illustrated in Fig. 1 to

answer this research question.

Two papers aimed to facilitate the two types of model evaluation. Paper 1 contributed

to the aspect of how tweaking parameters help users validate and refine models in the

model-training session. Exploring data transformations is the core of RegLine, which

allows users to steer the model development process and refine the models iteratively.

Paper 2 studied how navigating plots assists users in evaluating the forecasting ability

of models in the model-testing session. This paper proposes structured navigation for

exploring the relations between multiple charts. The two papers offer new perspectives

to help users understand model evaluation.

The other two papers focused on facilitating the decision-making process by improv-

ing the understanding of either model statistics or model alternatives. Paper 3 contributed

to the aspect of how navigating plots helps users make decisions. Multi-state visualiza-

tion was proposed to improve the understanding of uncertainty by building a mental

model of the underlying data. Paper 4 investigated how tweaking parameters aids users

in decision-making. Argus aimed to stimulate different alternative experiment designs,

which allows users to compare such alternatives and make informed decisions.

Overall, the results suggest that our research based on the four themes has answered

the research question and have shed light on how two tweaking parameters and nav-

igating plots improve the understanding of statistical models from the perspectives of

model evaluation and decision-making. Future studies are needed to (1) generalize the

approaches of tweaking model parameters and navigating plot in a broad scope; (2) im-
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prove user studies (e.g., increasing sample size, combining both quantitative and qual-

itative approaches); (3) generalize design guidelines to create effective tools for under-

standing models.
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Figure 1: RegLine assists users in re�ning and validating simple linear regression models iteratively. Regline consists of three
main components: (A) an input view for data transformation, (B) an overview of models for model comparison, and (C) a
detailed view for residual analysis. B7 represents the highlighted model components (dark blue) by brushing and linking,
when the cursor is over the model component. The light blue color represents the unchanged/original model, and the light
green color represents the changed/modi�ed model. The red dots represent unusual data points.

ABSTRACT
The process of verifying linear model assumptions and remedying
associated violations is complex, even when dealing with simple
linear regression. This process is not well supported by current tools
and remains time-consuming, tedious, and error prone. We present
RegLine, a visual analytics tool supporting the iterative process
of assumption veri�cation and violation remedy for simple linear
regression models. To identify the best possible model, RegLine
helps novices perform data transformations, deal with extreme data
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points, analyze residuals, validate models by their assumptions,
and compare and relate models visually. A qualitative user study
indicates that these features of RegLine support the exploratory
and re�nement process of model building, even for those with
little statistical expertise. These �ndings may guide visualization
designs on how interactive visualizations can facilitate re�ning and
validating more complex models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Violating model assumptions and neglecting unusual data are the
most common threats to the robustness of a linear model. To avoid
such threats, users need to iteratively re�ne themodel by techniques
(e.g., data transformation, unusual data identi�cation). However,
the process of model re�nement is not simple even for simple linear
regression, because model re�nement is a trial and error approach,
which is time-consuming, tedious, and error-prone. It requires users
to repeatedly go back and forth to tweak the model. It is di�cult for
novices to do this and even troublesome for experienced users. In
particular, to �x the violations of model assumptions (e.g., linearity,
normality, homogeneity), users may try a new transformation in
each trial, and subsequently they need to (1) recheck all statistics,
residual analysis, linear assumptions, and unusual data, (2) compare
the current model with models from prior iterations. This cyclical
process is continued until an appropriate and usable model has
been found.

Current o�-the-shelf tools including both programming-driven
(e.g., R, MATLAB) and GUI-driven (e.g., SPSS) tools do not facilitate
this iterative process of model re�nement; they may make it even
error-prone and inconvenient. For example, R users either change
the same code or duplicate the code in each iteration to tweak the
models. Furthermore, current tools still assume a certain level of
statistical expertise from their users. For instance, R, MATLAB,
and SPSS expect the user to know about and check speci�c model
assumptions explicitly and provide no assistance on how the data
could be transformed for the model to �t the data better. Addition-
ally, current tools only allow the user to analyze one model at a
time, so comparison or backtracking to previous models is hard or
impossible.

Recent studies [7, 9, 13, 20, 22] mainly focus on the aspect of
feature selection—steering multiple linear models with di�erent
subsets of independent variables and �nding the optimal subset of
variables among such subsets. Nevertheless, how interactive visual-
izations can facilitate verifying model assumptions and remedying
the violations in the cyclical process still remain unexplored.

Therefore, we present RegLine, a visual analytics solution, to sup-
port this process of iterative re�nement for simple linear regression
models by exploratory data analysis. RegLine (Fig. 1) empowers
non-statisticians in �nding the right model for their data by: (1)
exposing the e�ects of di�erent transformations of data; (2) sup-
porting the user in identifying potential in�uential data points (e.g.,
outliers, high leverage points) and in further investigating the e�ect
of these points on the model’s accuracy; (3) verifying that the data
satis�es all of the model assumptions to ensure its robustness; (4)
validating the accuracy of the models with respect to the necessary
statistical tests, and showing how these accuracy measures relate;
and (5) allowing visual comparison of di�erent models through
direct manipulation, brushing, and linking.

We �rst conduct an analysis of the tasks that users need to
accomplish in �tting a simple linear regression model to their data
sets and extract a set of requirements to support the exploratory
model �tting and re�nement process. We then devise RegLine and

implement features from (1) to (5) to support the requirements.
Finally, we evaluate RegLine for �tting simple linear regression
models to real-world data sets in a qualitative user study.

Our evaluation demonstrates that RegLine’s features support the
process of model re�nement and validation. We hope that this work
will instigate further ideas on how interactive visualizations could
empower non-statisticians (e.g., researchers from non-statistical
domains) into re�ning and validating more complex models.

2 SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Simple linear regression is a basic approach for supervised learning
and it has been widely used for predicting a quantitative response
by estimating the average value of � (the dependent variable or the
predicted variable) given values of x (the independent variable or
the predictor), as � = �0 + �1x + � [18]. Simple linear regression
serves as a good jumping-o� point for many fancymachine learning
approaches which can be seen as generalizations or extensions of
linear regression[15].

To estimate coe�cients �1 (slope) and �0 (intercept) of the model,
the least-squares estimator (LSE) is typically used [1], such that the
random error � (i.e., the residual sum of squares) is minimized. The
model must then be evaluated as follows to determine the robust-
ness and validity of the model in estimating the linear relationship
between � and x (if any) [12]:
Linearity Assumption. The dependent variable � and the in-
dependent variable x should form a linear relationship–veri�ed
through visual analysis of the plot with the observed data.
HomogeneityAssumption. Residuals have equal variance–veri�ed
by Breusch-Pagan test [4].
NormalityAssumption. Residuals are normally distributed–initially
tested by Shapiro-Wilk test [25], but fully veri�ed by a visual anal-
ysis of Q-Q (quantile-quantile) plot.
Independence. The residuals are independent–veri�ed through
visual analysis of the residual plot.
Unusual Data. Outliers and high leverage points can have signif-
icant in�uence on the regression analysis.
Model statistics. Coe�cient of the determination R2 ! 1, Statis-
tical signi�cance (ANOVA) of the slopep < 0.05, Standard deviation
of prediction errors RMSE ! 0, such that the observed data points
are close to the modeled line.

When a linear model violates one or more assumptions men-
tioned above, transforming x and � variables is the most frequently
used method to remedy the violations while remaining within the
simple or multiple linear regression framework. In addition to the
logarithm transformation, there is a family of power transforma-
tions (e.g., Tukey’s Ladder of Powers [29] or Box-Cox Transforma-
tion [3]) as a search space to explore.

Finding the right transformation for one or both of the variables
� and x is often challenging. For instance, the class of transforma-
tions provided by Tukey’s Ladder of Power [29] given by z ! zp ,
whereby p is typically between -3 and 3, indicates 81 di�erent possi-
ble transformations on both of the variables. Similarly, if in�uential
points are con�rmed in the observed data, a new model excluding
these points should be explored. If statistical summaries are not as
robust as expected, the model is not an accurate estimate of the
observed data and alternatives models need to be explored.
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Every time a new model is explored, all of the above-mentioned
model robustness and accuracy tests have to be veri�ed. If more than
one robust model is found during this exploratory data analysis,
the best possible model should be determined through an in-depth
comparative analysis of all of the model’s accuracy statistics.

3 REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS
The design of RegLine is based on a set of requirements. To ex-
tract the list of requirements, we completed a review of the liter-
ature [1, 8, 12, 14, 15, 18, 28? ] to understand data analysis tasks,
challenges, and mistakes during the construction of a valid linear
regression model. After a number of iterations of Munzner’s nested
model for visualization design and validation [21], we concluded
the following list of requirements and categorized them according
to model re�nement (R1, R2), mode validation (R3, R4), and model
comparison (R5, R6):
R1: Showpossible data transformations (ShowingTransfor-
mations). Users should be providedwith an overview of all possible
transformations. Furthermore, each of the transformations would
generate a di�erent model. The user should be able to easily relate
all of these models based on their similarity with respect to the
type of transformations used.
R2: Unusual Data Identi�cation. The user should be encour-
aged to further explore potential in�uential points in the observed
data. Tentatively excluding data points can help users explore
whether such points have great in�uence on the model.
R3: Visualize observed data and its modeled line (Visualiz-
ing Data and Line). Users can visually analyze unexpected aspects
of the data and decide whether to explore alternative models with
one or more of the variables transformed or with in�uential points
in the observed data excluded.
R4: Visualize statistics of model robustness and accuracy
(Visualizing Statistics and Residuals). Users should have access
to detailed plots showing residuals and quantiles, together with
the respective R2, RMSE, and p. These statistics should be salient
to the user, such that visual analysis of the model robustness and
accuracy is encouraged.
R5: Rank Models. By allowing the user to rank the models by
the di�erent robustness and accuracy statistics, the user can better
understand how di�erent models relate to one another and which
models should be investigating further.
R6: Allow a detailed comparison between models (Detailed
Comparison). The user should be allowed to perform an in-depth
comparative analysis of two models with respect to their estimated
line and all of their robustness and accuracy statistics.

4 RELATEDWORK
Many tools emphasized either visual analysis or statistical com-
puting, but few of them combined the strength of both. For exam-
ple, tools like Kinetica [24], TouchViz [10], and EvoGraphDice [6]
demonstrated that direct manipulation to data in visual analytics
can facilitate the understanding of the data and the process. Tableau
does allow �tting and creating statistical summaries, but does not
support the model building process. However, they lack the power
of statistical computation. In contrast, tools like Statwing [27], Wiz-
ardmac [30], R, MATLAB are strong at computational modeling

and analysis, and also o�er visual graphics. They miss direct ma-
nipulation and interactive visualization. Kehrer et al. [17] described
a general concept of integrating the statistical computation tool R
with interactive visualization. Their study mainly explored the use
of interactive brushing to select subsets and dynamically exchange
the subsets and summary statistics between R and visualization.
RegLine steps further to investigate the potential of integrating sta-
tistical computing using R with the advantages of visual analytics.

Several studies have used visual analysis approaches to facilitate
linear regression analysis [7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 20, 22, 31]. For exam-
ple, Guo et al. [13] assisted users to discover linear trends among
multiple variables by extracting subsets of independent variables.
Similarly, Muehlbacher and Piringer [20] explored relationships
between a feature space of independent variables and a target de-
pendent variable by the partition-based framework. The framework
helped users �nd an optimal subset of independent variables to
build the regression model. RegressionExplorer [9] helped domain
experts perform logistic regression by trying di�erent subsets of in-
dependent variables. Besides, BEAMES [7] allowed domain experts
to steer and inspect multiple di�erent types of regression models.
Although these studies mentioned above [7, 9, 13, 20, 22] do fa-
cilitate the iterative model re�nement process, they mainly focus
on the aspect of feature selection. That is, multiple models with
di�erent subsets of independent variables are iteratively steered to
discover the most optimal subset of independent variables.

However, the question of how interactive visualizations can fa-
cilitate the aspect of model assumption veri�cation and its related
remedies seems to be unexplored in these studies. Our approach at-
tempts to answer this question by integrating exploratory methods
(e.g., data transformation, unusual data identi�cation, residual anal-
ysis) into visualizations. A major di�erence between the existing
studies and our approach is the levels of granularity in terms of the
model re�nement and validation. That is, the existing studies stop
after one or more optimal models are found from multiple models
with di�erent subsets of independent variables. Nevertheless, our
approach starts from their ending point by further checking the
validity of each optimal candidate and remedying the violations.
We focuses on a model with a �xed subset of independent vari-
ables and turns this model to multiple models by tweaking data
transformation and outliers.

Also, the fully automatic approach seems to be more promising
and convenient. However, this approachmay lead to the over-�tting
problem [12]. For example, high transformation powers can make
the statistics and the graph look appealing but bad performance
in test data [15]. Algorithms can only select the best model based
on statistics. Similarly, Cook’s Distance method [? ] only detects
potential in�uential points. Thus human involved visual analysis
is expected to determine whether such data points are really in�u-
ential or not and whether the selected model is over-�tted or not.
Furthermore, RegLine also gets novices engaged into the learning
process of linear regression analysis.

Therefore, we start with simple linear regression as the �rst step
to explore this �eld.
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Figure 2: The overview consists of (B1) models in small multiples, (B2) bar charts of R2, (B3) bar charts of RMSE, (B4) bar charts
of p-value, (B5) plots of model assumptions, and (B6) model ranking. The light blue color represents the unchanged/original
model, and the light green color represents the changed/modi�ed model.

5 REGLINE
RegLine is a visual analytics solution that facilitates the re�nement
and validation of simple linear regression models. RegLine allows
users to explore the linear models by both exploratory data analysis
(EDA) and con�rmatory data analysis (CDA). EDA helps users �nd
patterns and gain preliminary evidence from data, and CDA assists
users to draw conclusions based on the traditional statistical tools
(e.g., signi�cance, RMSE) [2]. The two analysis methods are neither
mutually exclusive nor performed one after another but always
complement each other to help users build the best possible model.
RegLine consists of an input view (Fig. 1-A), an overview of models
(Fig. 1-B), and a detailed view (Fig. 1-C), as shown in Fig. 1. We now
discuss the design of these components and features of RegLine.

5.1 Input View
The input view (Fig. 1-A) allows users to formulate a linear rela-
tionship by specifying dependent � and independent x variables,
make a set of transformations, and select the criteria by which to
highlight in�uential points in the data.

5.1.1 Matrix of Data Transformation. RegLine addressesR1-Showing
Transformations, which concerns possible ways of transform-
ing the independent and dependent variables. Tukey’s Ladder of
Powers for data transformation is used in RegLine, which enables
users to explore a linear relationship between x and � in a form
of ��1 = �1x�2 + �0 by adjusting the values of �1 and �2. This
method is easy to understand for novices compared to Box-Cox
Transformation, and it �ts the scope of linear regression analysis.

A matrix (Fig. 1-A) is designed as a search space for users to
explore possible combinations of x and � transformations. Some
systems [9, 31] also employed the matrix approach and mapped two
types of variables to the rows and columns of the matrix. For ex-
ample, Dingen et al. [9] use rows for di�erent models and columns
for covariates. In contrast, RegLine maps three variates to the rows,

columns, and cell grids of the matrix. Each column represents pos-
sible x transformations, each row indicates possible � transfor-
mations, and each grid cell represents a combination of x and �
transformations. RegLine treats each combination of x and � trans-
formations as a model. The matrix lists often used transformations
of x and � (the exponent ranges from -3 to 3) [12, 18, 29]. Users are
able to select or deselect a model by clicking. Colors are used to
distinguish whether a model is selected (light blue) or not (white).
The most frequently used transformations (-0.5, 0, 0.5, 1) [12] are
given as default options, marked in blue. Previous studies show
the possibility of multi-model steering technique which enables
the speedy tweaking parameters with minimum input from the
user [7, 19]. With the design of the matrix, RegLine allows users to
steer multiple models synchronously by tweaking the parameter �
with multiple values. Users can dynamically add or delete models
by the transformation matrix during the model re�nement process.

Also, instead of observing the original x � � plot �rst or giv-
ing hints of how to transform, the matrix design lets users di-
rectly explore the space of all possible transformations and �nd
trends/patterns through these transformations. Besides, it is also an
opportunity for novices to learn why and how the transformations
need to be performed through RegLine.

5.1.2 Highlight Potentially Influential Data Points. The LSE tech-
nique used in the simple linear regression modeling is very sen-
sitive to extreme values of both x (high leverage points) and �
(outliers) [1]. The lack of diagnostic in�uential observation analysis
can severely a�ect the performance of LSE. RegLine detects poten-
tial in�uential data observations by Cook’s Distance method [? ],
where an observation with Cook’s distance larger than three times
the mean Cook’s distance might be in�uential to the regression
line [12]. Highlighted potential in�uential points are marked as
red (e.g., Fig. 3). Users can switch o� this feature if they wish to
manually discover in�uential points (Fig. 1-A).
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Figure 3: The detail view consists of (C1) reference view, (C2.1) data view, (C2.2) residual plot, and (C2.3) Q-Q (quantile-quantile)
plot. The light blue color represents the unchanged/original model, and the light green color represents the changed/modi�ed
model.

5.2 Overview of Models
The overview of models (Fig. 2) consists of small multiples and
statistics plots. Users can observe an overview of all models, model
statistics, and compare models across di�erent measures.

5.2.1 Small Multiples. We use small multiples to show all selected
models from the transformation matrix (Fig. 2-B1) because this
design allows users to have a quick grasp of the overview of di�er-
ent data transformation e�ects (R1-Showing Transformations).
Each of the small-multiple charts corresponds to a selected model
with a combination of the x and� transformations in the matrix (Fig.
1-A). Each small-multiple chart consists of a scatter plot represent-
ing data and a regression line produced by LSE (R3-Visualizing
Data andLine); users can compare di�erent transformations across
models.

5.2.2 Statistics of Model Robustness and Accuracy. Bar charts are
the most e�ective magnitude channel for ordered attributes [21]
compared to other types of charts, so RegLine quanti�es R2, RMSE,
and the p-value of the slope �1 by bar charts to depict the sta-
tistics of the model accuracy. Fig. 2-B2, Fig. 2-B3, and Fig. 2-B4
represent the three model statistics R2, RMSE, and p-value of the
slope �1 respectively. RegLine uses checkmark and cross symbols
to represent whether models ful�ll the normality and homogene-
ity assumptions in Fig. 2-B5. RegLine addresses R4-Visualizing
Statistics and Residuals. Also, each small-multiple chart and its
corresponding bars are placed in the same column. Users can link
them to the corresponding grid cell in the matrix by brushing and
linking (e.g., Fig. 1-B7 highlighted by dark blue).

5.2.3 RankingModels. Users can rank all models decreasingly with
respect to di�erent statistics (i.g., R2, RMSE, p-value, normality, con-
stant variance, transformation exponent) by clicking the ranking
icon (Fig. 2-B6). This ranking addresses R5-Ranking Models. R2
is set as the default sorting option. The ranking feature allows
users to relate models produced by transformation exponents vi-
sually (R1-Showing Transformations). Users can explore how
transformation exponents in�uence models and reason about �tted
transformations by trends re�ected in small multiples.

5.3 Detailed View
The detailed view (Fig. 3) allows users to explore models in depth,
make changes on models, compare two di�erent models.

5.3.1 Exploratory View. The exploratory view assists users with
in�uential data identi�cation and residual analysis. The view con-
sists of three plots—the data plot (Fig. 3-C2.1), the residual plot (Fig.
3-C2.2), and the Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plot (Fig. 3-C2.3). The
view is triggered by clicking on a small-multiple chart representing
a model. The three plots are the detailed views of the corresponding
model and depict di�erent aspects of the model.

The data plot in Fig. 3-2.1 is an enlarged small-multiple chart,
and it depicts the correlation between transformed x and �. Users
can �nd patterns from the data, validate the linearity assumption,
and identify unusual observations by observing the data plot (R3-
Visualizing Data and Line).

The residual plot in Fig. 3-2.2 assists users in the residual analysis.
Users can validate the Homogeneity assumption and the indepen-
dence assumption, look for patterns, and identify in�uential ob-
servations from the residual plot (R4-Visualizing Statistics and
Residuals).

The Q-Q plot in Fig. 3-2.3 helps users reason about whether the
residuals are normally distributed or not. The linearity of the points
in the Q-Q plot indicates the normality of the residuals. Q-Q plot
is visually more intuitive, and it also gives the exploration space
when the statistical result is marginally signi�cant.

5.3.2 Switch States. RegLine allows users to modify the model but
keep the original model as a reference for the later comparison.
Therefore, RegLine stores two states for each model. One state is the
original state, and the other state is the modi�able state. Users can
only modify a model in the modi�able state. To re�ect this design
on visualizations, each of the three plots consists of an original
model view and a modi�able model view. Fig. 3-C2.1 shows that
two views are overlapped and users can switch their interested
view to the front by clicking the grey area. When a view is switched
to the front, all its associated bars and charts are also switched
along with the view. To better distinguishing two views, we use the
color encoding to distinguish the unchanged and modi�ed models,
so we choose similar hues—light blue and light green to show the
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Figure 4: Modi�cation Mode. Users can only interact with enabled plots in this mode. The disabled plots are displayed in gray.
The light blue color represents the unchanged/original model, and the light green color represents the changed/modi�ed
model.

closeness of the two models. Fig. 4 shows the two colored models.
The blue represents the original model, and the green represents
the modi�able model.

5.3.3 Modification Mode. We design a mode for model modi�-
cation, which only allows users to modify one plot at a time. To
enter this mode, users need to click the “modify" button above the
wished plot. Fig. 4 shows that other parts of RegLine are disabled
in this mode and are colored to light grey. Only the original view,
the modi�able view and the corresponding bar charts are enabled.
Users can remove data points, observe the in�uence visually in
the modi�able view, and compare the modi�ed model with the un-
changed model. In addition to the comparison between two views,
RegLine also facilitates comparison in the model statistics plots in
the modi�cation mode. Users can observe the immediate update to
the statistics of the modi�able models. This mode feature addresses
R6-Detailed Comparison.

5.3.4 Potential Influential Data Identification. In�uential data points
can severely in�uence the performance of the LSE. Therefore, ana-
lyzing in�uential observations is essential. RegLine allows users to
identify potential in�uential observations and attempt to remove
them by clicking in the modi�cation mode (R2-Unusual Data
Identi�cation).

However, the design of excluding data points does not aim to
facilitate p-hacking but rather draw attention to the unusual data
through the animated transition of the regression line. A great
in�uenced regression line can lead to a further investigation of
the in�uential data point. Similarly, a less a�ected regression line
helps users label the data point as usual even if it is visually or
algorithmically unusual. Meanwhile, the animated transition also
serves for an educational purpose which makes novices better
understand the in�uence of potential in�uential points and the
importance of unusual data analysis.

5.3.5 Reference View. RegLine supports comparing two di�erent
models in detailed views (R6-Detailed Comparison). Fig.3-C1
shows a reference view which is set as a comparison with the
exploratory view. Users can drag and drop a model from small
multiples to the reference view region. The reference view gives
users opportunities to compare two di�erent models side by side.
However, the reference view only supports one type of plot—data
scatter plot and users could not modify models in the reference
view.
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5.4 Comparison of Models
Model comparison is important for model selection. Several com-
parison techniques have been discussed in previous sections. In this
section, we summarize comparison techniques from two angles.

Comparison between di�erent models RegLine allows users
to compare the di�erence through small multiples to get an overview
of models, through statistics plots and sorting, and through side-
by-side technique (reference view vs. detailed view)
Comparison within the same model between original (all
data) and modi�ed (partial data) versions In the modi�cation
mode, users can compare a modi�ed model with its unchanged
model in a detailed view. Meanwhile, they can also compare statis-
tics between the two models.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Rationales
As the �rst step to explore supporting iterative model re�nement
and validation for linear models, we focused on gaining formative
insights into how participants re�ne and validate simple linear
regression models by using RegLine’s features. Therefore, we opted
for a think-aloud study to observe and understand the reasoning
process of our participants, as they were re�ning and validating a
simple linear regression model by RegLine. Before the main study,
we conducted a pilot study with two participants to verify the
appropriateness of our study procedure and tasks.

6.2 Participants
Eight participants (6 males:2 females; age: [25-36], m=26.8, SD=3.7)
were recruited. Participants were either university researchers or
students with a background in computer science, bioinformatics, or
geoscience. The average level of self-reported expertise on linear
regression analysis noted by the participants on a 7-point Likert
scale was 4 (1=no knowledge, 7=expert).

6.3 Task and Data
Participants were asked to use RegLine to build and re�ne sim-
ple linear regression models for three real-world data sets, D1[5],
D2[12], D3[26]. D1 was for training purpose. The order of D2 and
D3 was counterbalanced between participants.

The characteristics of D1-D3 captured the typical challenges in
linear regression analysis of real-world observed data: all data sets
had potential in�uential data points, and none of them satis�ed the
model assumptions of constant variance, normality, and linearity.

6.4 Procedure
We gave participants an introduction about how to use RegLine and
asked the participants to use it and play with the data set D1 for 15
minutes. Next followed two trials. In each trial, a data set with a
scenario was given to participants. After reading the scenario text,
they were asked to think aloud while they were re�ning the models.
We observed and took notes on their approaches to re�ning models
and encountered problems. After participants completed the trials,
we conducted a semi-structured interview with the participants.
The average time of the whole study was 60 minutes. The introduc-
tion and training took 25 minutes on average. The total time of two

trials was about 20 minutes. The interview was about 15 minutes
per participant.

RegLine was displayed on an external 27-inch monitor (Apple)
with a 2560 x 1440 pixels resolution. Each participant was rewarded
a gift to acknowledge their participation.

7 RESULTS
This study aimed to gain insights into how participants re�ne and
validate simple linear regression models by using the features of
RegLine. Based on the think-aloud study and interviews, we believe
that there is initial evidence that RegLine’s features support the
model re�nement and validation, even for novices. We summarized
the �ndings as follows which may contribute to the future design
of re�ning and validating more complex models.

Data Transformation. Participants used di�erent approaches
to exploring the possible combinations of x , � transformations and
steering multiple models. Four participants did not use default
transformation options by RegLine but attempted to identify the
optimal model in their ways. For instance, P2-P4 �rst deselected
all default options and started with extreme transformations on
the corners of the matrix. Then, they gradually moved the search
towards the center of the matrix. P6 selected all transformations on
the matrix at the beginning and started exploring the high-ranking
models. P1, P5, P7, and P8 began with the default transformations
and gradually expanded the search area in the matrix. Although it
is a trial-and-error approach, they attempted to reason about the
best possible transformation based on the selected ones instead of
randomly clicking.

Furthermore, participants felt that they had the �exibility to
try di�erent transformations (R1-Showing Transformations),
which brought di�erent insights to the data (e.g., "I like the free-
dom given by the transformation matrix and I can see the data
from di�erent angles... It gives a search space to explore di�erent
transformations...The tool is a combination of brute-force method
and heuristic exploration to search for the best models", P2). Five
participants mentioned that the transformation matrix showed the
relationships between the transformations and models and allowed
them to steer multiple models. Four participants further stated that
this matrix not only gave them cues of which transformations they
should explore next, but also prevented them for ending up in a
local minimum during their search. In addition, participants men-
tioned that RegLine could save them e�orts and time compared to
tools like R, Python (e.g., P3 "I can focus on the analysis without
worrying about scripting").

In�uential Data Identi�cation and Auto-detection. All par-
ticipants checked the check-box (Fig. 1-A) to highlight the in�uen-
tial points detected by RegLine. They attempted to remove high-
lighted points and observed the in�uence on the regression line
through animations. Meanwhile, they also compared the original
model and the modi�ed model by the two regression lines and the
bar charts for model statistics. In addition to the highlighted points,
participants also attempted to remove the points that they felt suspi-
cious. However, all participants were cautious with excluding data
points. P2 and P4-P8 reset the modi�ed model to the original one
because they believed that the excluded points had little in�uence
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on the regression line. They treated them as usual points even if
they were marked as unusual by the algorithm.

Meanwhile, they were also surprised that algorithms were not
reliable as what they expected because of the false-positive unusual
data. For instance, P1 stated "I have never questioned the algorithm,
and the automated algorithm should always be right in my mind."
Participants found the modi�cation mode very useful which al-
lowed them to explore potential outliers without ruining the data
(R2-Unusual Data Identi�cation, R6-Detailed Comparison).
For example, P7 stated "with the reset function, I do not have to
worry that data is messed up after the outlier removal."

Furthermore, P2, P4, and P7 mentioned that the process of the
tentative removal and reset made them learn the importance of
analyzing unusual points instead of just excluding them.

Residual analysis and Assumption checking. During the
interview, six participants mentioned that they do not perform
residual analysis in their daily practice. They were not aware of the
importance of checking residuals and model assumptions. Three of
them were not familiar with how to visualize residuals or how to
run statistical tests for model assumptions.

However, all participants used the detailed view to perform resid-
ual analysis and checkmodel assumptions in RegLine. They checked
unusual data and the linearity assumption through the data plot.
P2, P3, and P5 used the residual plot to validate both indepen-
dence and constant variance assumptions. The rest of them only
validated the constant variance assumption by the residual plot.
They also checked the normality assumption through the Q-Q plot.
Meanwhile, they compared their reasoning based on the plots with
calculated model-assumption statistics in the bar charts.

Participants gave similar reasons why they checked those mea-
sures in RegLine (R3-VisualizingData andLine, R4-Visualizing
Statistics and Residuals). For example, one of the participants
explained "I feel I need to check the assumptions and do residual
analysis because the visualization draws attention to them. It seems
that they are important measures of the model in the visualization.
I should not ignore them, especially when I saw the red cross icons
in the charts."

Model Comparison. Participants found the comparison be-
tween original and modi�ed models useful (e.g., P6: "I can see
how the regression line was in�uenced between two models.")
(R6-Detailed Comparison). They treated small multiples as an
overview of models and often made a quick comparison across
the models before seeing their detailed views. They also saw small
multiples as a connection between bar charts, detailed views, and
the matrix. Besides, the participants compared model statistics by
observing the bar charts. All of them kept the model assumptions
in mind when comparing models.

Model Ranking. Participants used the ranking to quickly nar-
row down the scope of possible models by removing "wrong" mod-
els from RegLine. They sorted the models according to di�erent
features, but most of them took R2 as the primary criterion. P2 and
P3 even further reasoned about possible transformations according
to ranked small multiples (R5-Rank Models). Furthermore, they
validated models not only by statistics but also by visualizations
(R4-Visualizing Statistics and Residuals). The two behaviors
were intertwined. In general, participants found the model ranking
feature useful. For instance, "It is quite useful when people are only

interested in certain features" (P1) and "I think the ranking is useful
and practical because it can sort data in di�erent ways" (P4).

8 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
RegLine attempted to support the activity of iteratively re�ning
and validating models through simple linear regression analysis.
Our user study suggests that RegLine supports iterative model
re�nement and validation, but deserves to be further re�ned. Next,
we discuss four areas of improvements.

Gaps between RegLine and di�erent user groups. Our tar-
get user group for this type of support was users with little statistical
knowledge and skills. However, expert users or statisticians may
expect more advanced features and the �exibility to tweak algo-
rithms and parameters of the models via RegLine. For instance,
instead of ordinary least squares, weighted least squares can be an
alternative for estimating the regression line. Also, the feature of
ranking models can be extended to sort models by multiple features
instead of a single feature. We should further explore how RegLine
can be useful for a more broad group of users.

P-hacking. There is increasing concern about the p-hacking is-
sue because users may manipulate data to produce desired p-values
by visual analytics systems. However, we did not aim to facilitate
p-hacking in RegLine but let novices understand the importance
of in�uential observation analysis. Although all participants were
cautious with excluding data, we still believe it is necessary to inves-
tigate systematical designs and guidance for avoiding the p-hacking
issue. Furthermore, statistical tools (e.g., multiple comparison cor-
rection, regularization) and visual corrections could be integrated
into the system in order to prevent this issue from propagating
further down an analysis pipeline [23].

Scalability of RegLine. One limitation of RegLine is that at the
moment it can only be used for simple linear regression analysis.
Thus in the future, we need to investigate how RegLine could
be extended to handle more general linear models (e.g., multiple
linear regression). Moreover, RegLine only lists the most frequently
used exponents of the x and y. Scaling to more data and more
transformations need to be considered in further work. It would be
essential to explore how visualizations could help users search and
steer multiple models when the search space of transformations
increases.

User Study. Our user study is a �rst step towards evaluating
RegLine; focused on rich, qualitative data from a small set of users.
Thereby, we cannot draw statistically valid conclusions about mod-
eling performance.We cannot conclude strongly about the in�uence
of statistical knowledge, either, because the small sample of users
is relatively heterogenic in backgrounds. Thus, future work should
evaluate RegLine with a large sample of users and do so in an ex-
perimental setup where users with knowledge in statistics may be
compared to statistical novices.

9 CONCLUSION
Simple linear regression modeling is essential in many domains.
Current statistical and visualization tools, however, do not support
the re�ning and validating of such models well. This is particularly
problematic in situations where novice users are exploring data to
�nd an apt model. We have presented RegLine, a visual analytics
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solution for �exibly exploring, re�ning, and validating a multitude
of models. RegLine satis�es a set of 6 requirements which we have
extracted for linear regressionmodel analysis. Our user study shows
that RegLine helps the user in exploring and comparing models,
their statistics and the various ways that the data corresponding to
the model variables could be transformed. Other features in RegLine
that were particularly useful to our participants indicate its ability to
easily rank models based on their statistics, indicate and support the
user in investigating possible in�uential data points, and highlight
data sets that do not satisfy any of the model assumptions.
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ABSTRACT
Evaluating the forecasting ability of time-series involves observa-
tions of multiple charts representing di�erent aspects of model
accuracy. However, the sequence of the charts observed by users
is not controlled and it is di�cult for users to discover relations
among charts. Therefore, we propose a method for constructing a
navigation structure that shows these relations based on the syntax
and semantics of the charts. An excerpt from the structure is used
as a context menu that allows users to navigate through a series of
charts and explore their relations in a structured way. A qualitative
study is conducted to evaluate the system and the results show that
our approach helps explore connections among charts and enhances
the understanding of time-series forecasting performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Time-series forecasting is a process of using statistical models to
forecast future values of a time series based on the history of that
series [10]. Many businesses (e.g., stock price, retail sales, energy
consumptions) rely on and bene�t from the power of forecasting.
Evaluating the forecasting ability of models on future data plays an
important role in model selection because more accurate forecasts
can result in better business decisions.

The two main activities in the evaluation are comparing model
accuracy (e.g., RMSE) and comparing predicted with actual values.
Showing accuracy statistics in a table is the most popular method
for accuracy comparison, used by many tools (e.g., [6]). The table
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arranges rows as candidate models and columns as accuracy met-
rics. A common approach to comparing predictions is plotting the
predicted and the observed values in a 2D chart. Unfortunately,
users then need to evaluate models by trying to merge tables and
plots.

However, a table only lists statistics and does not support ex-
ploratory analysis, and can therefore bemisleading (e.g., Anscombe’s
quartet [1]). The situation becomes even complex when k-fold cross-
validation is applied. Then, model accuracy stops being a single
measure and becomes a averaged value calculated by k-fold test
sets. The reliability and robustness of models can be markedly dif-
ferent even if they sharing similar averaged accuracy. Although
the table can list the associated standard deviations and even in-
dividual accuracy of each fold, these statistics do not facilitate the
exploration.

A straightforward solution to this problem is using multiple
charts to represent these statistics, which enable the exploratory
analysis. This requires the observations of several charts depicting
di�erent aspects of model accuracy (e.g., averaged accuracy, indi-
vidual accuracy of folds). Also, users need to observe the charts
of model predictions before selecting the optimal model. The se-
quence of observing these charts is usually not controlled, and
users have the freedom to decide the order, depending on their
knowledge and exploration thus far. However, this solution does
not create a clear structure of the visual exploration process, and it
is not easy for users to understand the relations among charts [12].
The sequence chosen by users may not best possible reveal the
connections among the charts.

Therefore, we investigate how structured navigation helps users
explore the space of model accuracy, folds, and forecasts. We pro-
pose a method whereby users can systematically navigate through a
series of charts representing di�erent aspects of model performance
and make comparisons with model performance. The purpose of
this method is to help users better understand the hidden relation-
ship between accuracy, folds, and forecasts.

Our threefold contributions are:
(1) a method of constructing a graph structure for structured

navigation by syntax and semantics of charts,
(2) an interactive visualization tool based on the method to

explore the relations among model accuracy, folds, and fore-
casts, and

(3) a qualitative user study to evaluate what insights users
gained from our approach.
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Model Accuracy
Time-series forecasting models are within the framework of regres-
sion models that predict continuous values instead of categorical
values. Model accuracy is about summarizing forecasting errors,
which are the di�erence between observed values and their fore-
casts [19]. There are several accuracy metrics commonly used to
assess the model accuracy of a forecasting model, such as mean ab-
solute percentage error (MAPE), mean absolute scaled error (MASE),
root mean squared error (RMSE), and mean absolute error (MAE).
Although these metrics are supported by di�erent mathematical
algorithms, all of them serve the same purpose to quantify the
general performance of a model.

2.2 Methods of Evaluating Model Accuracy
The following three methods are frequently used for calculating
accuracy metrics.

2.2.1 Out-of-Sample Evaluation (OOS). Themethod randomly splits
a dataset into a training set and a test set1. The training set is for
estimating model parameters, building, and improving models. The
test set is used for calculating the scores of accuracy metrics and
assessing the model performance for future data.

2.2.2 K-fold Cross-Validation (CV). A data set is divided into k-
equal-sized subsets, which are also known as k folds. One of the
k folds is treated as the test set, and the rest of the folds form
the training set. This procedure is repeated k times. Each time,
a di�erent fold is treated as a test set. K is usually 5 or 10. The
accuracy score is an averaged value over all scores of k-fold test
sets.

2.2.3 Information Criterion Statistics (ICS). ICS is a general term
for a set of criteria for evaluations. The most commonly used crite-
ria are Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC), and adjusted R2. Unlike the two methods above,
these criteria have rigorous theoretical justi�cations and mathe-
matical formulae [20] to calculate corresponding scores without
partitioning a data set.

Both OOS and ICS are conceptually simple and easy to compute,
but they have potential drawbacks [20]:

(1) OOS does not make full use of the data, and the accuracy
metrics are highly dependent on how the data set is parti-
tioned.

(2) Compared to ICS, CV o�ers a direct estimate of model ac-
curacy and makes fewer assumptions about the true un-
derlying model. Moreover, ICS is not appropriate for high-
dimensional data due to the di�culty of estimation of � 2.

CV is widely used as a standard evaluation method in machine
learning and is more potent than the other two methods, but prac-
titioners often omit CV in the evaluation of time series forecasting
models due to the inherent serial correlation and potential non-
stationarity of time series data [4]. Recent work show that k-fold

1Sometimes three subsets include a validation set for �ne-tuning model parameters,
which is out the scope of this study.

cross-validation leads to a more robust model selection for time
series forecasting compared to other evaluation methods [2–4, 19].

Several works visualized CV to explain the complexity and un-
certainty of models [21, 26]. However, it seems that the relationship
between model accuracy and individual folds in time-series fore-
casting is not well explored. This study attempts to �ll this gap by
structured navigation.

2.3 Evaluating Model Accuracy in Time Series
Forecasting

From the perspective of k-fold CV, the evaluation can be divided
into two stages. The �rst stage uses k training sets to iteratively
evaluate models with the purpose of model re�nement and feature
selection. Charts (e.g., ACF plot, PACF plot, and residual analysis
plots) used at this stage represent the goodness of �t (strength
of �t) of models, which help users investigate how well a model
�ts the observations [25]. A set of candidate models is selected
at the end of this stage. Then, the last stage uses the k test sets
to evaluate the forecasting ability of models on unseen data and
select the optimal model. Charts (e.g., accuracy metrics over models,
prediction over time) used in the last stage depict the ability of a
model to accurately predict unseen data instead of the goodness
of �t. The focus of this study is about evaluating the forecasting
ability of models on future data. Therefore, charts related to the
goodness of �t are not considered in this study.

In the �eld of time series modeling, visual analytics systems [6,
14, 15, 22] mainly focused on the �rst stage, and many techniques
were developed to help model developers exploratory validate and
re�ne models. For example, TiMoVA [6] is a prototype that provides
visual guidance in the task of ARIMA model selection. It helps
domain experts diagnose time series models by interactive plots
(i.e., autocorrelation function, partial autocorrelation function, and
residuals), and iteratively re�ne the models.

Gotz and Sun [14] proposed a method using a modi�ed decision
�ow to visualize accuracy scores of predictive models by color.
The method aims to help users identify problematic samples with
low accuracy and problematic features associated with incorrect
predictions. Similarly, Hao et al. [15] also used new visual accuracy
color indicators to validate the predicted results from time series
models. Even in a broader scope in machine learning, many visual
analytics tools such as [11, 23] still serve the �rst stage with the
same purpose.

Furthermore, previous work (e.g., [6, 23]) used table to evalu-
ate model accuracy. It lists models in rows and model metrics in
columns. However, the table only maps models with associated
scores, which is not enough for evaluating model accuracy. Select-
ing the optimal model requires a visual analysis of several accuracy-
related plots to better understand the triangle relationship among
model accuracy, folds, and predictions.

Therefore, this study attempts to �ll the gap by investigating how
structured navigation can assist users in exploring the relations
between accuracy, folds, and predictions to evaluate the forecasting
ability of time-series models in the last stage.
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3 DESIGN
This section describes the design of our tool that facilitates navi-
gation through a series of charts in a structured way. The goal of
the tool is to help users explore the relations among the charts and
enhance the understanding of model forecasting abilities. We use a
scenario across this section and Section 4 Evaluation to explain
the motivation and potential tasks.

3.1 Scenario
Alex works at a retail company. He needs to forecast the percentage
changes in quarterly personal consumption expenditure in the US
for the next eight quarters based on a data set2. He chooses the
5-fold cross-validation as the evaluation method. He follows the
procedure of forward-chaining [19] to split the training and test sets
by setting the time window of each test set as eight quarters. Then,
he uses the �ve training sets to train several ARIMA models with
di�erent combinations of hyperparameters (i.e., p, d, q, P, D, Q ). He
examines the goodness of �t of the models and excludedmodels that
either violates model assumptions or are with low accuracy. Three
models remain for the last stage. He feeds the candidate models
with the �ve test sets, and the models generate the forecasting
results including accuracy statistics and predictions.

3.2 Tasks
We set the scenario and the forecasting results as the working
example and completed a review of the literature [10, 19, 20, 25] to
understand how to evaluate time-series models. Then, we worked
with two statisticians to conclude the following tasks for evaluating
the forecasting ability of time-series models. A user needs to explore
the results and compare:

(1) Accuracy metrics across models (e.g., RMSE, MAPE)
(2) Accuracy metrics across folds
(3) Distance between observed and forecasted values
(4) Consistency between accuracy metrics and predictions

3.3 Data Attributes
Based on the forecasting results in the scenario, the tasks, and charts
used for evaluation in literature, we summarized �ve attributes.
Table 1 lists such �ve attributes and the associated descriptions.
Each attribute represents one dimension of the statistical data, and
each dimension can be mapped to a visual component in a chart.
To construct a 2D chart, typically a numerical attribute is mapped
with the y-axis, a categorical or numerical attribute is mapped with
the x-axis, and one or more categorical attributes can be encoded
as hue, saturation, or shape [24].

3.4 Syntax of Constructing charts
We aim to construct several 2D charts by using the combinations
of the �ve attributes, which can help users complete the tasks in
Section 3.2. The constructed 2D charts should represent di�erent
aspects of forecasting abilities. To better depict and construct the
2D charts, we use Wickham’s A Layered Grammar of Graphics [28]
as grammatical rules, which allows us to concisely describe the

2A data set from the fpp2 package about quarterly percentage changes in US consump-
tion expenditure from 1996 - 2015

Name Type Representation
Model Categorical Candidate models (e.g., M1, M2)
Fold Categorical Folds represent the k test data sets
Time Numerical Timestamps in a speci�c period
Accuracy Numerical Accuracy metrics (e.g., RMSE)

DV ODV Numerical Observed DV in the k test sets
PDV Numerical Predicted DV based on the k test sets

DV: Dependent Variable ODV: Observed DV PDV: Predicted DV

Table 1: Description of Extracted Data Attributes

Visual Component Data Attributes
X Axis as 1st Dimension Model, Fold, or Time
Y Axis as 2nd Dimension Accuracy, DV
Others (e.g., hues, shapes)

as 3rd Dimension Null, Model, Fold, or Model & Fold

DV: Dependent Variable

Table 2: Mapping between Visual Components and Data At-
tributes

components of charts, to gain insight into the construction of the
charts, and to unfold hidden connections between seemingly dif-
ferent charts [5, 9, 28, 29]. To simplify the written expression of
the grammar, we only use the following two layers to depict the
mapping between data dimensions and visual components.

3.4.1 Layer of aesthetics. This layer speci�es the mappings be-
tween data attributes and visual components (aesthetics) [28]. For
example, we might map folds to the x-axis, RMSE (accuracy) to the
y-axis, and models to hue, which can be represented in code as

aes(x = Fold,� = RMSE,hue = Model)

3.4.2 Layer of geometric object or geom. Geoms explain how an ab-
stract component will be rendered (e.g., points, lines, polygon) [28].
Together with the layer of aesthetics, this de�nes a statistical chart.
For example, we can describe the chart in Fig. 1.3a as

aes(x = Fold,� = RMSE,hue = Model) + �eom_line

Based on Wickham’s grammar [28] and Munzner’s guidelines of
visual encodings [24], we mapped the �ve attributes to three cat-
egories of visual components (aesthetics) in Table 2. A 2D chart
can be constructed by combining a visual component from each of
the three categories. The total number of combinations is 24 (3*2*4
based on the number of attributes in each category in Table 2). We
mapped the attributes from each combination to the two layers
in the grammar and attempted to construct the corresponding 2D
chart. However, 19 combinations cannot be formed into any forms
of 2D charts due to syntax errors (e.g., aes(x = Model, y = Accuracy,
hue = Model)).

Therefore, we constructed �ve charts according to the rest of the
�ve combinations and examined the semantics of each chart based
on the requirements in Section 3.2. Two charts were found with
similar semantics, and they were considered as one chart. Finally,
four charts were summarized from this process.
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Figure 1: Four Charts with Grammar Notations

3.5 Charts Depicting the Forecasting Ability
Fig. 1 shows the four charts and the associated syntax based on the
scenario in Section 3.1. The following part describes the grammar
of each chart along with its corresponding graph shown in Fig. 1,
the purpose of each chart, and the relations between charts. To
e�ectively refer to each chart, we name each chart by combining the
initial letter of each aesthetics in the grammar (e.g.,MA represents
the chart in Fig. 1.1a and its grammar in Fig. 1.1b).

MA in Fig. 1.1a and Fig. 1.1b describes the averaged forecasting
accuracy of the three models.

MAF in Fig. 1.2a and Fig. 1.2b depicts the accuracy of each indi-
vidual fold from the three models. Each line represents an accuracy
of a fold in a model. The folds in MAF convey the variation of the
accuracy measures compared to the averaged accuracy represented
by MAF.

Similar toMAF, FAM in Fig. 1.3a and Fig. 1.3b also use model,
accuracy, and fold to construct the chart. However, the two charts
have di�erent focuses. FAM helps users compare the three models
by folds, whileMAF emphasizes the comparison of folds in each
model and the variation of the forecasting accuracy of a model. The
two charts are transferable by switching the values of the x and
color aesthetics in the grammar. Moreover, FAM andMA are also
transferable by removing the third dimension hue = model and
change x aesthetics to x =model in Fig. 1.3b.

The grammar of the three charts above depict the relationship
between model accuracy, model, and fold. The accuracy in the

grammar is a general term representing many di�erent accuracy
measures (e.g., RMSE, MAPE, MASE). Therefore, this grammar
can yield many similar charts assigning Accuracy to any accuracy
measures for time series forecasting. Fig. 1.1a - Fig. 1.3a are the
examples of Accurac� = RMSE. We de�ne these similar charts as
alternative charts, which share the same abstract grammar.

TDMF in Fig. 1.4a and Fig. 1.4b depicts the relationship between
the dependent variable (DV), time, model, and fold. A line in TDMF
represents a fold of a model. Models and folds are encoded as hues
and saturations, respectively. This chart allows users to compare
the predictions of each model with the values of observed DV. The
observed DV is represented as MO in the legend.

3.6 Directed Graph Structure for Navigation
Based on the syntax and semantics of the four types of charts, we
propose a method for connecting these charts by a directed graph
data structure that allows users to explore the hidden connections
among the charts through structured navigation. Charts are linked
according to the closeness of their syntax in the graph.We introduce
the components of the graph in the following two subsections.

3.6.1 Vertices. Each chart is represented as a node in the graph.

3.6.2 Edges. The closeness between two charts is measured by the
number of changes of aesthetics in the syntax needed to transform
one chart to the other chart. The maximum number of syntax
changes in 2D space is �ve because �ve dimensions of a data set
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Figure 2: Graph Structure for Navigation based on the Scenario in Section 3.1

Closeness 1 2 3 4 5

NumOfChanges 5 4 3 2 1
High Closeness: 5 or 4; Medium Closeness: 3; Low Closeness: 1 or 2

Table 3: Closeness and Number of Changes

can theoretically be mapped with �ve visual components (i.e., x, y,
hue, saturation, and shape) in a 2D chart. Therefore, we use numbers
1 to 5 to quantify the degree of the closeness and the number of
changes. We also put the closeness into three categories—high,
medium, and low. Charts are considered highly close when the
number of changes is within two steps of changes.

Table 3 shows the relationship between the closeness of two
charts and the number of syntax changes needed for the transfor-
mation. That is, the degree of closeness is inversely proportional
to the number of changes. For example, Fig. 1.1a is highly close to
Fig. 1.2a but not close to Fig. 1.5a because of the number of changes
needed in the syntax.

The priority of connecting two charts is proportional to the level
of closeness. The following steps show how to make connections
among charts.

(1) Alternative charts with the same abstract grammar are
connected. Each group of the connected alternative charts
selects one chart as a representative, which can be connected
with other charts with a di�erent abstract grammar.

(2) A chart can be connected to another chart only if the level
of closeness between the two charts is equal or higher than
level of closeness between the chart and the rest of charts.

To demonstrate to the construction of the graph, we used RMSE,
MAPE, and MAE as accuracy metrics, and generated three alterna-
tive charts of MA, MAF, and FAM respectively. Fig. 2 shows an
example of connecting nine charts to form a graph structure based
on the steps above. We connected the alternative charts of MA,
MAF, and FAM and formed three groups in Fig. 2 connected by
the pink arrows. Then, we selected the charts with � = RMSE from
the three groups as representatives awaiting for the connections

with other charts in a di�erent grammar description. In the next
step, we connected the three representatives (Fig. 2.1a, Fig. 2.2a, and
Fig. 2.3a) by blue arrows due to the high level of closeness. TDMF
(Fig. 2.4) is connected with the representatives of MAF (Fig. 2.2a)
and FAM (Fig. 2.3a) based on the closeness-level distance between
them which is shorter than the distance between TDMF andMA.

The graph structure in Fig. 2 connects the unrelated charts ac-
cording to the number of transformable changes (or level of close-
ness) in syntax. Users can follow a path (i.e., a directed path is a
sequence of edges linking a sequence of charts in a directed graph.)
to observe a sequence of changes from the starting chart to the end
of chart and understand the hidden connections among the charts
in the path.

3.7 Visual Design
Elmqvist et al. [12] proposed a design of structured navigation in
scatterplot matrices to facilitate structured visual exploration of
a multidimensional data set. The matrix serves as an overview of
the dataset and allows users to explore and navigate the data set
through a series of interaction techniques.

We use syntax and semantics of charts to construct a graph for
structured navigation rather than thematrix. Furthermore, Elmqvist
et al. [12] and other works in geographic maps [8, 18] use the
overview-detail design to facilitate navigation. The overview assists
users in orientation, and users can quickly switch the detailed view
to a di�erent location on the map by interacting with the overview.
The purpose of our design is to facilitate the exploration of the
connections among charts through structured navigation. Although
the graph structure can serve as an overview for navigation, it may
distract users from exploration. Therefore, we opted out of the
overview and chose the context menu serving as a navigation tool.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the visual design of our navigation system.
Our system consists of two main visual components—a detailed
view and a context menu. The detailed view shows the currently
observed chart that is one of the nine charts in Fig. 2. The context
menu is based on the detailed view and shows an excerpt from
the graph structure in Fig. 2. The excerpt consists of the charts
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1 2

3

Figure 3: Our System with Context Menu for Navigation

that are connected with the detailed view in Fig. 2. All the charts
composing the context menu are shown in the form of thumbnails
instead of text descriptions. Users can immediately know the chart
once they observe a thumbnail, and they do not need to map the
descriptions with each chart. The context menu can be triggered
by a right mouse click on the detailed view. When users left click a
thumbnail view, the detailed view starts the transition to the clicked
chart.

For example, Fig. 3.1 is the detailed view displaying Fig. 2.1a.
Fig. 3.2 is the context menu consisting of four thumbnail views
representing Fig. 2.1b, Fig. 2.1c, Fig. 2.2a, and Fig. 2.3a respectively.
The four thumbnails are connected with the detailed view according
to the relationships illustrated in Fig. 2.

The context menu is related to which of the nine charts is shown
on the detailed view. For example, when Fig. 2.4 is shown on the
detailed view, its corresponding context menu only consists of
Fig. 2.2a and Fig. 2.3a.

3.8 Navigation
Users can navigate between a series of charts through the context
menu. Our system supports two types of navigation in di�erent
scales.

3.8.1 Navigation within Alternative charts with the same abstract
syntax. This type of navigation allows users to explore the charts
only between alternative charts without involving other charts
with di�erent syntax in the navigation.

For example, the three charts (Fig. 2.1a, Fig. 2.1b, and Fig. 2.1c)
are the alternative charts of AM. The detailed view is displaying
Fig. 2.1a. Users can right click the text label for the y axis (Fig. 3.3)
to show the context menu consisting of the detailed view’s two
alternative charts (Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.1c). Once an alternative
chart (e.g., Fig. 2.1b, � = MAPE) is clicked, the detailed view starts
the transition to the clicked chart Fig. 2.1b � = MAPE.

Meanwhile, changes also happen in the graph structure. Fig-
ure 2.1a (� = RMSE) loses the links to Fig. 2.2a (� = RMSE)
and Fig. 2.3a (� = RMSE) . Instead, Fig. 2.1b (� = MAPE) re-
places Fig. 2.1a (� = RMSE) as the representative of MA. Fig. 2.1b
(� = MAPE) establishes the connections with Fig. 2.2b (� = MAPE)

1b MA

1c

MA1a

MA 3a FAM

3b FAM

3c FAM

Figure 4: Dynamically Established Connection between MA
and FAM

and Fig. 2.3b (� = MAPE). Fig. 4 displays one part of the newly
established connections between Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.3b.

The example indicates that the graph structure is not static. This
feature can reduce the steps of navigation from one alternative
to another alternative chart with di�erent syntax. The number of
steps from Fig. 4.1b to Fig. 4.3b is one instead of three in Fig. 2.

3.8.2 Navigation between connected charts. Users can explore the
whole structure of the graph through the context menu triggered
on the detailed view. The thumbnail views on the left column of
the context menu (Fig. 3.2) allows users to explore the alternative
charts (Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.1c) of the detailed view. Users can explore
the charts with di�erent abstract grammar through the thumbnail
views (Fig. 2.2a and Fig. 2.3a) on the right column of the context
menu (Fig. 3.2).

3.8.3 Steps of Navigation. The maximum number of steps from
one chart to its furthest chart is two in our design. The depth of
the graph is shallow, and users can reach to any charts in the graph
quickly. Therefore, this is another reason that the graph structure
is opted out as an overview. We set Fig. 2.1a as the starting point of
the navigation shown in the detailed view for users.

3.8.4 Animated Transitions. The animated transition can improve
the understanding of the di�erence between statistical charts [12,
13, 16, 27]. Unlike Elmqvist et al. [12] using 3D animation, we use
staged 2D animation to explain the syntax di�erence between two
charts. We follow the guidelines of Heer and Robertson [16] to set
1 second as the animation duration for each stage. The maximum
total transition time is 3 seconds since three changes are needed to
transit from either FAM or MAF to TPMF.

4 EVALUATION
4.1 Rationales of the Study
The purpose of this study is to investigate how participants ex-
plore the relations between model accuracy, folds, and forecasts by
structured navigation, and what insights they gain during the ex-
ploration. The evaluation for our tool is di�erent from typical HCI
studies (e.g., [18]), which usually measure accuracy in answering
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questions, recall of map objects, and task completion time. Quanti-
fying either completion time or recall of objects does not help us
understand how users explore and analyze forecasting accuracy sta-
tistics. Therefore, we choose think-aloud as the evaluation method
in this study.

4.2 Participants
10 participants (age m = 31.3, SD = 7.5) were recruited for the study.
The ratio of males to females is 7:3. Based on the self-reported ex-
pertise on evaluating time-series models, we had four novice users,
four intermediate users, and two expert users. They are researchers
and students with educational backgrounds in computer science
and statistics from local universities. The study took approximately
40 minutes on average, and each participant received a gift (about
16.7 Euro in value based on the city-averaged wage per hour) as
compensation for their participation.

4.3 Data, Forecasting Models, and Tasks
The following three data sets3 were used in this study. D1 was
only for the training purpose. D2 and D3 were used for the test
session. The sequence of D2 and D3were counter-balanced between
participants.

• D1: quarterly visitor nights (in millions) spent by interna-
tional tourists to Australia (1999-2015).

• D2: quarterly retail trade index in the Euro area (1996-2011).
• D3: quarterly percentage changes in US consumption expen-
diture (1996 - 2015).

We followed the procedure described in Section 3.1 to train the
models and test the models. Our tool visualized the statistics gener-
ated by the candidate models and organized them in a structured
way.

Participants were asked to explore the charts by using our tool
andmake an analysis of the forecasting ability of the three candidate
models from D2 and D3, respectively.

4.4 Procedure
The study started with a 10-minute training session. We gave a
brief introduction to the study and the system. The participants
were asked to try the system and were encouraged to ask questions
during this session. The test session was about 20 minutes. We
asked participants to evaluate the model forecasting abilities of two
sets of models. Each set of models was based on one of the data sets
mentioned above. Participants were asked to speak their thoughts
out during this session, and we observed their operations without
o�ering any help. We had a ten-minute interview in the last session
and thanked the participants after the study. Audio and screen were
recorded during the entire study.

Our system ran on Macbook Pro 2015 with a mouse and was
displayed on an external 27-inch monitor with a 2560 x 1440 pixels
resolution.

5 RESULTS
We used the �eld notes as guidance to partially transcribe the audio
recordings and coded the transcription based on the typology of

3The three sets are obtained from the fpp2 R package.

data models [7]. Then, we made an analysis of the transcription by
a�nity diagram method [17].

5.1 Exploration Through Structured
Navigation

In general, the exploration path by participants can be summarized
asMA !MAF ! FAM !TDMF. They went back and forth
to explore and make the analysis of the charts by structured navi-
gation. Intermediate and expert participants tended to make a tour
of all the charts through the context menu and gained an overview
before a detailed analysis of individual charts. Novice participants
started the analysis from one chart to another chart without the
tour.

Participants found that structured navigation allows them to
explore the charts in depth. For example, P2 stated, "the context
menu navigated me from a simple view to a deeper view and the
deepest view." P8 also found that he had the �exibility to explore
di�erent charts with increasing complexity, and the navigation
helps him know what is going on with the data.

5.1.1 Accuracy and Variation. Participants usedMA to compare
the averaged forecasting accuracy across the models. They switched
between the three alternative charts (RMSE, MAPE, MASE) to
check whether the performance was consistent. When it was not
consistent, participants either set one metric as the primary refer-
ence (i.e., P2, P3, P5, P7, P9, P10) or visually made an average of the
three measures (i.e., P1, P4, P6, P8). However, novice participants
did not pay attention to the changes of y-scales when switching
between three alternative charts. When the averaged accuracy
in MA is similar, participants looked at the MAF to check the vari-
ations of each model. P8 and P10 also used FAM to compare the
variations of three models folds, but most of the participants com-
pared the model performance per fold by FAM. They used FAM to
identify a fold as outlier where models performed the worst. P9 said,
"This chart (FAM) helps me better observe folds and �nd outliers.
It is easy to check the forecasting consistency of models by this
chart."

Also, four participants only used the context menu for the y-axis
to switch between alternative charts. The rest of the participants
mainly used the context menu on the detailed view to switch.

5.1.2 Prediction. We found that participants used TMFD to visu-
ally analyze the distance between observed values and predicted
values, and to con�rm their �ndings from previous charts. For ex-
ample, P3 and P6 frequently switched between TMFD and FAM
to compare the distance between predicted and actual values. P3
stated that the two charts are similar that he can easily map each
fold in FAM with each time-series segment in TMFD. It is useful
for him to analyze model performance by combining the accuracy
of each fold with the distance between observed and prediction
values.

5.2 Understanding the Relations between
Charts

We found that participants used structured navigation to under-
stand the relations between model accuracy, folds, and predictions.
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For example, P1 stated, "The prior knowledge gained from previ-
ous charts I observed helps me to understand the prediction chart
(TDMF)."

P1, P2, P4, P7, P9 found that they can evaluate the forecasting
ability from di�erent perspectives through structured navigation.
P9 stated, "I can look at the accuracy by folds, by models, and by
predictions." P3 said that he followed the menu, found patterns
between charts, and explored di�erent types of charts and di�erent
types of accuracy metrics.

5.3 Animated Transition
All participants found that the animated transition helps them
understand the di�erence between the two charts. For example, the
spreading-out folds made P1, P5, P6, P8 realize the variations of
three models whenMA is transiting toMAF.

P2 stated, "At the beginning, I did not understand the meaning
of the averaged accuracy (MA), but when I observed the transition
from MA to MAF. I understand the meaning of both charts." P4
said, "The animation helps me notice the changes of the y-scales
when I switched from one accuracy metric to another metric."

5.4 Thumbnail view
Participants found the thumbnail views intuitive and self-explanatory.
P5 stated, "The context menu is very intuitive, and I know where
to go when I see the thumbnail views." Thumbnail views also fa-
cilitated the comparison between charts with di�erent accuracy
metrics. P4 said that "even though the views are mini, I can still
observe the di�erence between RMSE, MAPE, and MASE. The big
view (detailed view), together with the mini views (thumbnails) are
similar to putting views side by side. Sometimes I don’t need to
switch. I can directly compare them by the mini views".

5.5 Context Menu
All participants did not feel lost without an overview map during
the navigation. They felt the control of the navigation, and they can
see di�erent angles of the model accuracy by structured navigation.
For example, P1 stated, "I don’t feel I got lost. I can select where to
go. I am in control of the navigation". P7 stated, "I’d rather click a
few more times (to get the desired chart) than not know exactly
where to go. If I have all the options at once, I will be confused."
However, P10 preferred to see a context menu with all the charts
in thumbnails at once.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
We have presented a method for constructing structured navigation
interfaces. The use of the method is illustrated with a tool to explore
time-series models. The tool aims at supporting the exploration of
the relations among charts and thereby allow users to build up an
understanding of the models. By following the steps described in
this paper, the method is applicable to many other data sets, both
concerning time series but also other types of data. The qualitative
evaluation suggests that our tool supports this kind of exploration
and facilitates the evaluation of how well time-series models fore-
cast observations. However, some points remain unexplored; we
discuss three of them next.

Scalability. This study focused on structured navigation for evalu-
ating the forecasting ability of time series. We did not investigate
how structured navigation can help users validate the goodness of
�t of models in the k-fold training sets. Our method should be scal-
able to generate the graph structure. However, the size of the graph
of charts may become quite large, because more types of charts
are introduced. For instance, we might run out of space in context
menus due to a large number of charts being closely associated
with the current chart. Clustering charts or having multi-layered
menus might be solutions to this problem.

Also, as the number of models and folds increases in a 2D chart,
we may run out of the visually distinguishable options for the hue
and saturation encodings. We need to investigate new encoding
methods to address this problem.
Interaction. We did not provide many interaction techniques in
this study because we hope that participants only focus on the
navigation and the understanding of relations between charts with-
out introducing biases. In the future, we need to design proper
interactions (e.g., �ltering, zooming) to facilitate comparison and
exploration.
Di�erent user groups. Our tool aims to serve users with di�erent
expertise. The evaluation shows that our tool supports this purpose.
However, we also observed that participants with di�erent expertise
behaved di�erently. Therefore, we need to investigate further how
di�erent user groups use the tool and make proper designs for
them.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method of constructing a graph struc-
ture that connects multiple charts based on their syntax and seman-
tics. Then, we developed a visualization tool using an excerpt from
the graph as a context menu, which helps users navigate through a
series of charts depicting di�erent aspects of the time-series model
forecasting ability. A think-aloud user study was conducted to
evaluate the tool, and the study suggests that structured naviga-
tion facilitates the visual exploration of the relations among model
accuracy, folds, and predictions. Thus, the tool enhances the under-
standing of the forecasting performance of time-series models.
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Multi-state Visualizations of Descriptive Statistics
Xiaoyi Wang and Kasper Hornbæk

Fig. 1. Three visualization approaches to help Kate make a decision between Bus 5 and Bus 350. The information is based on the
historical arrival time around 08:30. The error bars represent the average arrival time and its standard deviation. The quantile dotplots
represent the probability distribution of the arrival time at 08:30. The three approaches convey the same amount of information but in
different designs. A: Juxtaposing multiple graphs side by side. B: Superimposing layers. C: Multi-state visualization. C represents an
animated transition from the error bar plot to the quantile dotplots through time.

Abstract—Decision making often requires a series of low-level tasks involving descriptive statistics, each of them supported by a
single visual representation, such as a bar chart or a violin plot. However, a single representation conveys limited information and no
study has investigated using a combination of visual representations to facilitate the decision-making process. We propose multi-state
visualizations, which allow users to switch easily between different visual representations (or states). Such visualizations provide
users with more opportunities to explore and interpret the underlying data. We present three candidate multi-state visualizations,
pairing error bars with violin plots, quantile dot plots, or hypothetical outcome plots. In a crowd-sourced study, we compare multi-state
and single-state visualizations to investigate if they enhance users’ accuracy and confidence in making probability estimates. The
results show that participants using multi-state visualization feel more confident and make more accurate estimations. Furthermore, we
discuss the benefits of using multiple states in visualization for uncertainty visualizations.

Index Terms—Multi-state visualization, interactive uncertainty visualization, descriptive plot, descriptive statistics, probability distribution

1 INTRODUCTION

Descriptive statistics summarize the underlying data based on its prop-
erties (e.g., frequency, central tendency, variation). They are widely
used to communicate uncertain information and support decision mak-
ing in areas like personal information management, travel planning,
weather information, and science communication. One way of com-
municating descriptive statistics is through visualizations. Examples
include error bars [5], violin plots [18], gradient plots [24], and quantile
dotplots [26].

Some of these visualizations show uncertainty as annotations of
visual representations (e.g., error bars [5]), others encode the uncer-
tainty as probability distributions visually to describe likelihoods of
outcomes in uncertain data (e.g., density plot [18]), and still others
encode discrete outcomes visually (e.g., dot plots [26]). These visual-

• Xiaoyi Wang and Kasper Hornbæk are with University of Copenhagen.

E-mail: xiaoyi.wang, kash@di.ku.dk.

izations represent different descriptive statistics of the underlying data,
and each visualization is designed to support a specific low-level task.
For example, a bar chart with error bars is designed for the low-level
task of reasoning about the sample mean with its associated error. Plots
such as violin plots, gradient plots, and quantile dotplots are made for
the low-level task of probability estimation.

Decision making often uses such descriptive statistics to answer
lower-level tasks involved in the decision. Take the example in Figure
1. Kate needs to catch a bus around 08:30. She can take either bus 5
or bus 350. However, the two buses stop at different stops with the
same distance to her home. She needs to make a decision of which
bus to catch based on the predicted arrival time, which is a high-level
task. To get the overview of the data, she begins with a low-level task
of comparing the average arrival time around 08:30 between the two
bus lines by error bars. Then, she continues with another low-level task
to further compares the probability of the two buses’ arrival time at
08:30 by quantile dotplots. Finally, she makes a decision based on the
information from the two low-level tasks. In general, to support the
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high-level decision, users need to understand several features of the
underlying data by observing several types of visualizations (low-level
tasks). It is insufficient to read just one kind of descriptive plots to
adequately inform the decision making. Figure 1 lists three approaches
to visualizing multiple descriptive plots to assist Kate in making a
decision. All of them consist of the same descriptive plots, convey
the same amount of information (mean and errors, and probability
distribution of arrival time), and support the same low-level tasks, but
they are in different designs (A: juxtaposing multiple graphs side by
side, B: superimposing layers, and C: multi-state visualizations).

Both approach A and B in Figure 1 have limitations. Juxtaposing
multiple graphs side by side can be problematic when the number and
the complexity (e.g., the number of variates, categories) of descriptive
plots increases. Placing too many plots together may be overwhelming.
Similarly, superimposing layers is challenging for designers in creating
visually distinct and meaningful layers. Without careful design, it may
end up with the design like Figure 1-B.

To our knowledge, no study has investigated using combination of
multiple descriptive plots, each suited for a particular low-level task
to support a decision-making process. Therefore, we propose multi-

state visualizations to fill this gap. A multi-state visualization consists
of multiple descriptive plots. Each descriptive plot is considered as
a state, and each state is designed for a low-level task. A state can
describe either a simple description of the data (e.g., mean, median)
or an extensive statistical analysis based on the underlying data (e.g.,
likelihood, cumulative distribution function (CDF), probability density
function (PDF)). All states are shown through a shared plot, but only
one state is displayed at any time through time multiplexing. States
are switched based on the user’s input. Figure 1-C shows an animated
transition from the error bar plot to the quantile dotplot. The user could,
for instance, change state by clicking.

To demonstrate the viability of multi-state visualizations, we design
three multi-state visualizations by pairing error bars with quantile dot-
plots, violin plots, or hypothetical outcome plots (HOPs). An empirical
study is then conducted to compare the three multi-state visualizations
with corresponding single-state visualizations in respect of estimation
accuracy, user confidence, and user preference. The key findings are
that (1) participants using multi-state visualization make more accurate
estimates; (2) participants using multi-state visualization make more
confident estimates; (3) participants are subjectively in favor of multi-
state visualization. We argue that these findings may be used to inform
the design of uncertainty visualizations and to explore the benefits of
using multiple states in visualization more generally.

2 RELATED WORK

We summarize common approaches to visualizing descriptive statistics
from prior work. Then, we review the use of multiple views in statistical
data visualization to help distinguish our work from previous work.

2.1 Visualizing Descriptive Statistics
Error bars representing mean and its error can be superimposed on
bar charts [5]. This overlay is often called extrinsic annotation [26].
Several existing works show that error bars have poor performances for
specific tasks and may cause misinterpretations [5, 11, 13, 22, 29, 37].
For example, individuals reading a bar chart with error bars are prone
to within-the-bar bias: outcomes within the bar are perceived as more
likely than those outside of the bar [11, 29, 30]. A bar chart with error
bars may also mislead users in interpreting data by the “all or nothing”
approach that values are either within the bar or not [11]. Even the error
bar itself may also be problematic when it represents either confidence
intervals or standard errors for the task of judging significant statistical
differences [5,12,13]. Error bars without clear labels can be ambiguous,
because it can be interpreted as many statistics, such as standard error,
confidence interval (CI), or standard deviation (SD) [11].

In addition to superimposing layers, another common approach to
visualizing descriptive statistics is to depict its probability density func-
tion (PDF) by using visual encodings (e.g., color, position, shape).
For example, gradient plots vary saturation or brightness to encode

PDF [24] and violin plots use width to display the density [18]. Modi-
fied gradient plots and violin plots have been suggested as better alter-
natives for inferential tasks than error bars with bar charts [11]. Several
studies have tested the violin plot as a representation of probability
distribution and show that it helps probability estimate tasks [11, 20].

Kay et al. [26] used consistent discrete outcomes of a probabil-
ity distribution (called quantile dotplots) to communicate uncertainty
for transit predictions on small screens. They use the distribution
quantile function to generate discrete outcomes from evenly-spaced
quantiles. The quantile outcomes are plotted as quantile dotplots by
using a Wilkinsonian dot plot [40]. They found that quantile dotplots
could facilitate more confident estimation and reduce the variance of
probabilistic estimates compared to density plots. Moreover, quantile
dotplots with few enough outcomes are suggested because of the advan-
tage of subsidizing. Hullman et al. [20] employed animation to display
individual draws from a probability distribution. The animated discrete
outcomes (hypothetical outcome plots or HOPs) require using mental
processes like counting and integration to infer uncertainty instead of
strong background knowledge like statistics. However, viewers need
more time to make more accurate judgments.

2.2 Multiple Views in Statistical Data Visualization
When visualizing descriptive statistics, juxtaposing multiple graphs side
by side is an often-used approach to show different plots together [28].
In a broader scope of statistical data visualization, multiple coordinated
views are a general term of juxtaposing multiple views where different
representations are placed in subsequent windows and operations on
those views are coordinated [31]. Two common variants of the multiple
coordinated views are overview+detail and focus+context [10,31]. Also,
small multiples [36] using multiple views show the different partitions
of the data for comparison or trending.

However, the purpose of the multiple-views approach in the two
scopes is conceptually different from ours. Multi-state visualization
emphasizes depicting the multiple features of the underlying data rather
than exploring the underlying data at multiple levels of detail or depict-
ing multiple data sets. Furthermore, juxtaposing multiple views side
by side displays all types of plots together. This approach might be
overwhelming to expose users to all low-level tasks at the same time,
especially when the number and the complexity (e.g., the number of
variates, categories) of descriptive plots increases. In contrast, mulit-
state visualization enables users to only focus on one type of plots/one
low-level task each time. The animated transitions between two states
may facilitate the understanding of the underlying data.

2.3 Summary
To our knowledge, existing works (e.g., [11, 20, 26]) focus on single
descriptive plots to convey uncertainty. However, a single chart can
only convey limited information about the underlying data due to the
constraint of the physical space and the complexity of comprehension.
No work has investigated the combination of multiple descriptive plots
to support the decision-making process and understanding of uncer-
tainty so far. Therefore, we introduce multi-state visualization to fill
this gap. We follow the interaction model for visualization [25] to give
its definition in the following section.

3 MULTI-STATE VISUALIZATIONS

3.1 Definition
A multi-state visualization combines multiple descriptive plots to depict
specific features of the underlying data. The combination as a whole
serves as a high-level task (e.g., making a decision of which bus line
to catch in Kate’s case). Each descriptive statistics summarizes a
specific feature of the underlying data and is mapped to abstract visual
forms such as visual marks and visual variables. Then, the forms
are transformed into a visual presentation depicting the corresponding
statistics. This visual presentation is considered as a state of the multi-
state visualization. A state can describe either a simple feature (e.g.,
mean, median, mode) or a complex one by an extensive statistical
analysis (likelihood, PDF, CDF) of the underlying data. Each state
reveals a specific feature and is related to a low-level task requiring
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Fig. 2. Multi-state visualization: it consists of multiple descriptive plots; each plot is considered as a state; all states are shown through a shared plot,
but only one state is shown in a period by time multiplexing; states are switched based on interaction.

Fig. 3. Example 1: The two-state visualization consisting of the error bar plot and the quantile dotplot. The visualization is based on a one-dimensional
dataset. This figure shows the animated transition switching between the error bar and the quantile dotplot through time. From left to right, the error
bar is gradually fading out and the quantile dotplot is fading in at the same time. This animation can be triggered, for instance, by the mouse point
approaching the visualization.

statistical inference. For example, the error bar plot as a state reveals
the average arrival time and its error in Kate’s case and this state is
related to a task of reasoning about mean and error. Figure 2 shows
that all states are available through a shared plot, but only one state is
displayed at any time through time multiplexing.

3.2 Selection of States

Designing a multi-state visualization requires a selection of states (de-
scriptive plots). However, these states should be neither arbitrarily
selected nor isolated from each other. They should be closely related
to the corresponding low-level tasks. According to the visualization
pipeline model [25], when users perceive the first state, a rough mental
model of the underlying data is built. As states are switched through
interaction and new states are perceived, the mental model is updated
by combining new percepts with the previous percept. The integration
process improves the mental model where more information can be
extracted. Such information gained from different states is ephemeral
due to the limits of short term memory. However, once multiple pieces
of information are combined and put in context, they can lead insights
that can be remembered and guide decision making [8, 25, 33].

3.3 Switching States

States are switched based on user input. For example, a current state
can be switched to the next state by a mouse click on the right side
of the plot. Similarly, a current state can also be switched back to a
previous state by a mouse click on the left side of the plot.

Furthermore, interactions may be implemented in many ways. For
instance, visual sedimentation [21] builds up a state by its visual com-
ponents which could help users understand the plot (e.g., a build-up
gradient plot). Folding Interaction and Shine-Through Interaction [35]
assist users in visual comparison. Navigation techniques (e.g., [14])
facilitate the exploration of multivariate data sets.

Besides, switching between states will often use animation. Many
statistical visualizations employ animated transition to facilitate un-
derstanding of changes in the data [?, 2, 3, 23, 38, 39]. Heer et al. [17]
have found that animated transitions can improve visual perception of
changes between statistical data graphics, and have listed a taxonomy
of seven types of transitions between data graphics. We adopted three
types of transitions from their taxonomy in multi-state visualizations:

3.3.1 Data Schema Transition
Data schema transitions show the transition between two states with
different data dimensions. For example, one state is a univariate plot,
and the other state is a bivariate plot. Such transitions animate the
changes of adding one more dimension. As a consequence of changing
dimensions, the transitions may result in changes in visual mappings.

3.3.2 Visualization Transition
Visualization transitions represent the transition of visual mappings
between two states. The two states can depict the same or different
features of the underlying data. For example, a bar chart (one state) is
transitioned to a donut chart (the other state). The difference between
the two states can be only about color, size, or shape encodings.

3.3.3 Timestep Transition
Timestep transitions show temporal changes to data values (e.g., Gap-
minder [?]). Small multiples also visualize the changes or trend in
the data across time. If each small multiple is considered as a state of
the multi-state visualization, and applying the timestep transition to all
states, we can observe the changes through multi-state visualization.

However, animation can be harmful. Overused animation can be a
distraction, and time trade-off is also an issue when an animation is
applied [17]. In the scope of multi-state visualizations, whether and to
what extent of using animations should be decided based on the types
of tasks. When a task is closely related to analysis and decision making,
animations should be limited at the minimum level (e.g., only for a
smooth transition). When a task is about understanding and perceiving
changes between states, animations should be applied for facilitating
such activities.

3.4 Examples of Multi-state Visualizations
Fig. 2 shows an essential factor in designing the multi-state
visualizations—the number of states. When designing each state, we
need to consider factors such as the number of variates, the number
of categorical variables, the number of levels of a categorical variable,
interaction and animations, and so forth. Furthermore, these factors are
highly dependent on the high-level task and its related low-level tasks.

Although the combinations of these factors make designs much more
complex, it also gives designers great opportunities to design different
types of multi-state visualizations. To demonstrate the viability of
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Fig. 4. Example 2: The three-state visualization consisting of the error bar plot, the beeswarm plot, and the quantile dotplot. The visualization is
based on a two-dimensional dataset with two levels. This figure shows the animated transition switching between the error bar, the beeswarm
plot, and the quantile dotplot through time. From left to right, the error bar is gradually fading out, the beeswarm plot is gradually fading in, then
the beeswarm plot is gradually fading out, and the quantile dotplot is fading in. This animation can be triggered, for instance, by the mouse point
approaching the visualization.

multi-state visualizations, we give two examples of design possibilities
in this section.

3.4.1 Example 1: A two-state visualization with univariate
We begin with a simple but often used case in reality for the high-level
task of making a decision based on a one dimensional dataset. For
example, making a decision of when to arrive at the bus stop for the
coming bus [15, 26] is the high-level task and it can be broken into
two low-level tasks. One is to understand the average arrival time and
its variance. The other is to reason about the probability of the arrival
time at a given point (e.g., Pr(x>A) [20]). To keep it simple, we use
the minimum number of factors to construct a two-state visualization
with one numerical univariate dataset. For the one dimensional data,
error bars representing standard deviations summarize the variation of
the data and give readers an initial view of the data. Quantile dotplots
represent consistent discrete outcomes of a probability distribution and
allow readers to estimate probability. The two plots are in line with
the scope of the high-level task and its two low-level tasks. Therefore,
the two-state visualization consists of one state with error bars and
the other state with a quantile dot plot. Fig. 3 shows an animated
transition that the error-bar state is switched to the quantile-dot-plot
state via a mouse click. The error bar state is gradually fading out, and
the quantile-dot-plot state is gradually fading in.

3.4.2 Example 2: Three States visualizations with Bivariate
The complexity of this example is increased in terms of the number
of states, variates, and levels to construct a three-state visualization
with a bivariate dataset. The bivariate dataset consists of one numerical
variable and one categorical variable with two levels.

We set the high-level task for making comparisons between the
two levels in a bivariate-data set. For example, the high-level task
is to estimate which of two bus lines (bus 5 and bus 350) will arrive
earlier (similar to Kate’s case). Three low-level tasks support this
high-level task. We adopt the two low-level tasks from Example 1:
(1) comparison based on mean and error and (2) comparison based
on probability estimates. Another low-level task is comparison based
on data distribution, since only knowing the mean and its variance
is not accurate enough and may mislead readers (e.g., Anscombe’s
Quartet [4]).

The beeswarm plot [1] is used as the second state to show the real
data distribution. This visualization is only suitable for the data in small
sample size due to the over-plotting issue of the beeswarm plot. Fig. 4
shows the animated transition of the switch between the three states.

4 USER STUDY

4.1 Rationales of the Study
The evaluation of multi-state visualizations requires the considerations
of many aspects (e.g., the number of states, variates, levels, tasks,
interaction and animation, user satisfaction). Hence it is not feasible to
evaluate so many factors only in one study, because a complex study is

too overwhelming to follow by participants. As the first step to explore
the field of multi-state visualizations, we aim to gain formal insights
into how participants make decisions via multi-state visualizations in
terms of the estimation accuracy, the estimation confidence, and user
satisfaction. Therefore, we start with the simple but practical high-
and low-level tasks described in Example 1 and evaluate the multi-
state visualizations by comparing with the corresponding single-chart
visualizations.

Based on Example 1, we constructed three two-state visualizations
by pairing the error bar with the violin plot, quantile dotplot, or HOPs.
We named them the multi-state violin plot (mViolin), multi-state quan-
tile dotplot (mQDot), and multi-state HOPs (mHOPs) to highlight the
multi-state instead of just using two-state in this study. To correspond
with multi-state visualizations, we also named the violin plot, quantile
dotplots, and HOPs as the single-state violin plot (sViolin), single-state
quantile dotplot (sQDot), and single-state HOPs (sHOPs).

We ran three pilot studies to make sure everything smooth. Then, we
conducted an online user study via Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to
evaluate the performance of three multi-state visualizations for the two
low-level tasks of assessing the mean and probability estimates. Prior
studies have used AMT for evaluating how average people interpret
visualizations of probability distributions [11, 20, 26]. AMT has been
proved as a feasible crowd-sourcing platform for conducting graphical
perception experiments [6, 16].

4.2 Visualization
4.2.1 Design Choices
Based on the two-state quantile dotplot in Example 1, we designed
another two two-state visualizations—the two-state violin plots and the
two-state HOPs. All three two-state visualizations support the same
high-level task. We still kept the error bar plot as one state since error
bars representing SD are in line with the low-level task of estimating
the mean and its variance. The quantile dotplot, the violin plot, and the
HOPs are the other state of the three two-state visualizations respec-
tively. All three plots support the same low-level task of probability
estimates but represent different types of data. For example, the violin
plots communicate the probability density function of continuous out-
comes. The quantile dotplots depict cumulative distribution function of
discrete outcomes. The HOPs use the animated draws to represent the
probability based on large sample-size data.

Error Bars. We followed the convention from publications that
using a black dot represents the mean of the underlying data. To avoid
the bias of bar charts with error bars and the misinterpretations of CI
and SE, the error bars in this study only represent the standard deviation
which covers 95% of a dataset.

The following list shows our design choices of the three plots for the
task of the probability estimate:

1. Quantile Dotplots use a static consistent discrete way to depict
probability distribution. We chose quantile dotplot-20 in the study
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Fig. 5. Four adapted chart design (from left to right: error bar, quantile dotplot, violin plot, and HOPs). HOPs consist of a series of frames and each
frame contains one draw from the distribution. This figure only shows one frame of HOPs.

instead of doplot-50 or dotplot-100, because people can take
advantage of subitizing to count dots quickly and each group of
dots is rarely over five dots high [26]. Figure 5 shows our design
of quantile dotplots stacked symmetrically.

2. Violin Plot consists of a rotated and mirrored kernel density plot.
It displays the probability density of the data. Width and height
as positional encoding indicate the distribution of the underlying
data. Figure 5 shows our design of violin plot.

3. HOPs animate individual draws frame by frame from a probabil-
ity distribution to convey uncertainty. Figure 5 shows our version
of HOPs. However, in contrast to HOPs in the study of Hullman
et al. [20], interactive controls were removed (pause, step forward,
or backward) from HOPs but 400ms was still kept as the frame
rate.

All charts were implemented by D3 in Fig. 5 and they were placed
along the y-axis. We applied the same color (gray) to all charts. Unlike
R or MATLAB, D3 does not provide existing interfaces to generate
those charts. Therefore, we validated D3 graphs by comparison with
graphs generated by R and each comparison was under the same data
set. We found that our graphs were identical with the graphs generated
by R.

4.2.2 Interaction and Animation
The paired plots for the multi-state visualizations (e.g., the error bar
plot and the violin plot) in this study are based on the same underlying
data but depict different aspects. This feature matches the transition
type—Visualization Transition, described in the Switching States sec-
tion. Therefore, this type of transition is used to switch the visualization
between two states in this study. To avoid introducing confounding pa-
rameters, we used only the simple interaction technique and animation
effects for the switch between the two states in this study.

Mouse move-in/out event triggers the switching between states, and
a fading animation is used to conduct the switching. Heer et al. [17]
use 1.25s and 2s as animation transition duration in their experiments.
Since we do not track for an accurate change of graphs, we stay with
Robertson et al.’s [32] recommendation and set the transition time as 1
second.

Figure 3 shows one of our three multi-state visualizations, the multi-
state quantile dotplot. The figure shows an animated transition switch-
ing from the error bars to the quantile dotplot across time. When the
user moves the mouse into the chart region, the error bars are gradually
fading out. Meanwhile, the quantile dotplot is gradually fading in.
When the user moves the mouse out of the region, the process goes
conversely.

4.3 Participants
297 workers participated in the experiment. 35 workers were dropped
due to uncompleted tasks and lack of background knowledge. There
were 262 participants left for the final data analysis. The ratio of

males to females is 1.5 : 1.1 (age m = 35.9, SD = 9.6). We restricted
the task to U.S workers with a task approval rate greater than 95%.
Each participant could only participate once. The experiment took 8.6
minutes on average, and subjects received a reward of $2.50.

4.4 Distributions
This study focused on the two-state visualization with univariate. Prior
work [20, 26] drew data from normal distributions or t-distributions.
Although many natural phenomena follow a normal distribution, non-
normal distributions still exist. Therefore, we included both normally
and non-normally distributed data sets in our experiment and we ex-
pected to see how well our designs perform under normally distributed
and non-normally distributed data.

10 data sets were synthesized via theoretical distribution generators
(5 from normal distributions and 5 from non-normal distributions)
in R, and each data set contained 5000 values. Previous study [20]
randomly chose the means within the range from 0 to 1000 and fixed
the deviations at 3 and 17. We followed the same procedure to generate
the means {41, 77, 108, 162, 196, 253, 346, 474, 727, 738} and the
standard deviations were evenly spaced between 2 and 19.

4.5 Design
Three single-state visualizations were control groups in contrast to each
one’s multi-state counterpart (i.e., multi-state QDot versus single-state
QDot, multi-state violin versus single-state violin, and multi-state HOPs
versus single-state HOPs). The experiment was a mixed design, where
the chart type (QDot, violin, HOPs) and chart state (multi-state, single-
state) were both between-subjects factors, but the data type (normally
distributed data, non-normally distributed data) was a within-subject
factor. Each condition was a combination of chart type and chart
state, and it represented an individual multi-state or single visualization
(e.g., multi-state violin plot consists of chart type (violin) and chart
state (multi-state)). Also, the error bar plot was treated as a baseline
condition to statistically tell whether participants only use the error bar
state to answer all tasks in multi-state conditions.

Therefore, seven conditions were evaluated in total.

4.6 Tasks
There were 10 trials in the experiment and participants were asked to
perform two estimation tasks in each trial. One task was estimating the
mean, and the other was estimating the probability (F(x) = Pr(X  x)).
Both tasks have been used by previous studies [20, 26] and have shown
the validity of measuring participants’ performance. The 10 trials were
displayed in a random order to minimize order bias. Instead of asking
participants to answer questions directly, we created a scenario to help
participants understand the data and questions. The scenario was the
following:

There is a factory packaging chips in bags. Due to the machine error,
the weight varies from bag to bag. A number of bags were collected
from a machine randomly, and we measure the weight of bags. We use
graphs to summarize the weight of bags and ask you questions about
them.
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Questions of estimation tasks were the following:

1. The mean estimation task: what is the average weight of bags in
grams?

2. The probability estimation task: how often is the weight below X
grams? (Answer in terms of the number of times out of 100 [22].
X is a number randomly chosen from the underlying data)

4.7 Measures and Analysis Methods
Regarding estimation tasks, we are interested in how accurate an esti-
mation is made by participants. Therefore, the absolute error [9, 19, 22]
was used to measure the estimation accuracy. Before the analysis, an-
swers were normalized to the range between 0 and 1 due to different
scales in data sets. The formula of the absolute error was the following:

Absolute Accuracy Error = |xi � x| , (1)

where: xi is the estimation, x is the true value.
We also measured participants’ confidence towards each estimation

that they made. Questions of confidence were the following:

• How confident are you about your estimation? (From 0 = No
Confidence to 5 = Very High Confidence)

Furthermore, participants’ satisfaction was measured by the Ques-
tionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS) [34].

In addition, we measured the number of switching times, how many
times graphs are switched, and time spent on each task. We also asked
the participants’ subjective opinions towards our designs. The two
questions were the following:

1. What did you like about the visualization just used?

2. What did you dislike about the visualization just used?

4.8 Procedure
Participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk. To avoid
possible confounds from participants using mobile devices or tablets,
such devices were programmatically blocked from accessing the ex-
periment, and only participant using desktop computer and Chrome
browser can participate in the study. Also, we programmatically en-
sured that participants observed the same sized visualizations with the
corresponding datasets across different screens.

Participants first read an introduction to the experiment on the web-
site of Amazon Mechanical Turk. Then, they were redirected to the
web-based experiment setup service hosted by Google Cloud. The
experiment was divided into five parts. The first part gave a detailed
explanation of graphical plots being used in the current condition. The
second part consisted of 10 trials. Participants answered two estimation
questions and two confidence questions in each trial. The third part
was a test question for quality control. Participants answered a QUIS
questionnaire and two open questions in the fourth part. The last part
was the demographic questions. In the end, we thanked the participants
for participating in the experiment.

To minimize the influence of misconceptions about statistical infer-
ence, we adapted Hullman et al.’s [20] study instructions to explain the
meaning of our visualizations.

4.9 Hypotheses
We formulate four hypotheses based on the aspects of estimation accu-
racy, user confidence, and user preference. Hullman et al. [20] accessed
how accurately users estimated the mean by visualizations. Similarly,
we expect that participants estimate the mean of the distribution easily
and accurately in the multi-state visualization as the error bar chart con-
veys the mean explicitly. Both Hullman et al. [20] and Kay et al. [26]
evaluated how accurately users made probability estimates using visu-
alizations. We likewise test the accuracy of the probability estimates
in our study. In our case, we expect similar estimation accuracy when
participants estimate the probabilities via either multi-state visualiza-
tion or its counterpart single-state visualization. Because they view

Fig. 6. The comparison of absolute error between single- and multi-state
visualizations for the mean estimation (Error bars indicate 95% CI). The
* indicates a statistical significance between pairs.

the same state in either multi-state or single-state visualizations for
the probability estimation task. Therefore, they should have a similar
performance. Furthermore, both Correll & Gleicher [11] and Kay et
al. [26] accessed the confidence of users’ estimations. Similarly, we
also expect that participants feel more confident and satisfied using
multi-state visualization because they have more opportunities to ex-
plore and interpret the underlying distribution. Therefore, the four
hypotheses are formulated as follows:

H1 When estimating the mean of the dataset, participants will have
lower error rates using multi-state representations than those using
single-state visualizations.

H2 When estimating the probability of a random variable below a
threshold, participants using multi-state representations have sim-
ilar accuracy to those using single-state visualizations.

H3 Participants feel more confident to reason about estimation using
multi-state visualizations than single-state visualizations.

H4 Participants feel more satisfied and attracted by multi-state visual-
izations.

4.10 Results
The analysis was driven by the four hypotheses. We first analyzed
the accuracy of the estimations including mean estimation and prob-
ability estimation. Then, we evaluated the users’ confidence in their
estimations. Lastly, we assessed users’ subjective satisfaction with
single-state and multi-state representations.

All the statistical analysis of this study was conducted by R. We
used the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the significance tests of
estimation accuracy between multi-state and single-state visualizations.
The Bonferroni corrected tests were conducted as a global correction
method for the significance tests. However, After a preliminary analysis,
we found that the data did not follow a normal distribution, which was
an essential requirement for ANOVA tests. The distribution of the
underlying data was right-skewed, and many data values were close
to zero. Therefore, we used the Box-Cox power transformation [7] to
make the data normal. Hence the transformed data were used for the
statistical analysis in the paper.

4.10.1 Accuracy of Estimation
In this section, we used absolute error to measure the accuracy of the
estimation. A less absolute error indicates a more accurate estimate.

Mean Estimation Task. Figure 6 shows the absolute error of visu-
alizations in the mean estimation task. The leftmost part of the figure
describes the comparison of average absolute errors between single-
state and multi-state visualizations. The figure further suggests that all
three individual multi-state visualizations (Violin, HOPs, and QDot)
have a lower level of errors than the single-state counterparts. Multi-
state violin plots and multi-state HOPs have a much lower level of errors
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Contrasts by Absolute Error Adjusted p-value
Multi-state Violin < Single-state Violin < 0.001
Multi-state Violin < Single-state QDot < 0.01
Multi-state Violin < Single-state HOPs < 0.001
Multi-state QDot < Single-state Violin < 0.05
Multi-state QDot < Single-state HOPs < 0.001
Multi-state HOPs < Single-state HOPs < 0.001
The post-hoc method: Bonferroni correction

Table 1. The contrasts of the mean estimation between multi-state and
single-state visualizations by absolute error.

Fig. 7. The comparison of the absolute error by data distribution type
for the mean estimation (Error bars indicate 95% CI). The * indicates a
statistical significance between pairs. Prefix m represents multi-state.
Prefix s represents single-state.

than their corresponding single-state visualizations. However, the dif-
ference between multi-state and single-state quantile dotplots is not as
large. Besides, the baseline condition on the rightmost part of the figure
has a similar level of errors with the three multi-state visualizations but
has a clear difference than the three single-state visualizations.

We conducted two ANOVA tests to validate our observations. First,
a two-way ANOVA was conducted on chart type and chart state. A
significant difference between chart states (F(1,215) = 61.9, p <
0.0001,h2 = 0.22) was found. A Bonferroni corrected test suggested
multi-state visualizations have significant lower levels of error than
single-state visualizations (pad j < 0.0001). We also found significant
differences between chart types (F(2,215) = 9.23, p < 0.0001,h2 =
0.08). That is, both violin and QDot have lower error rates compared
to HOPs (pad j < 0.001 and pad j < 0.01 respectively). Moreover, we
stepped further to explore the interactions between chart type and
chart state (F(2,215) = 3.43, p < 0.05,h2 = 0.03). Table 1 shows
the contrasts between multi-state and single-state visualizations from
Bonferroni corrected tests. Multi-state violin plots have the lowest error
compared to all three single-state plots. These findings support H1.

Second, we conducted a one-way ANOVA to compare the additional
condition error bar plots with the other six visualizations. We found
that the error bar plots have significant lower level of error than three
single-state visualizations (F(6,255) = 21.25, p < 0.0001,h2 = 0.33
and all pad j < 0.001).

Figure 7 suggests that all visualizations with normally distributed
data types have a clear difference with their opposite visualizations
with non-normally distributed data types, except the single-state HOPs.
Thus, the difference between conditions is not due to the types of
distributions.

Probability Estimation Task. Figure 8 shows the absolute error of
the probability estimation task in the seven conditions. The leftmost
part of the figure suggests that the overall absolute errors are similar
between single-state and multi-state visualizations. The single-state
violin and single-state QDot plots have slightly fewer errors than their
multi-state counterparts. However, the single-state HOPs have the
highest level of errors. The error bar plots and multi-state HOPs have

Fig. 8. The comparison of the absolute error between single- and multi-
state visualizations for the probability estimation (Error bars indicate 95%
CI).

Fig. 9. The comparison of the absolute error by data distribution type
for the probability estimation (Error bars indicate 95% CI). Prefix m
represents multi-state. Prefix s represents single-state.

very close levels of errors, slightly lower than the single-state HOPs.
With a two-way ANOVA test, we did not find any statistical sig-

nificance between single-state and multi-state visualizations. This
result suggests that multi-state visualizations are no better than single-
state counterparts, which is in line with our H2. However, we
only found the chart type as a main effect statistically significant
(F(2,215) = 10.15, p < 0.0001,h2 = 0.09). The post-hoc Bonfer-
roni corrected test suggests that the chart types, QDot and violin, are
significantly more accurate than the chart type HOPs (pad j < 0.01,
pad j < 0.001 respectively).

The leftmost two bars in Figure 9 suggest that the normally dis-
tributed data has an overall lower level of errors than the non-normally
distributed data. A statistical significance was found to support this
observation (F(1,254) = 40.05, p < 0.0001,h2 = 0.04, and pad j <
0.0001). Furthermore, the figure shows that all visualizations with nor-
mally distributed data have fewer errors than those with non-normally
distributed data except the error bar plots which have very close er-
rors. But there is no significant difference between each pair (e.g.,
Non-normal and Normal mViolin in Figure 9).

In addition, we found a significant chart type main effect
(F(2,217) = 11.34, p < 0.0001,h2 = 0.07) with a two-way ANOVA
test. A post-hoc Bonferroni corrected test suggests that QDot and vi-
olin as chart types have significantly lower level of errors than HOPs
(pad j < 0.001 and pad j < 0.0001 respectively). This is aligned with
the previous findings in the mean estimation section.

4.10.2 Confidence of the Estimations
The Likert scale was used to measure the confidence of estimation.
We used the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test and the Dunn test to
analyze the Likert-scale data in this section.

Confidence of the Mean Estimation. Figure 10 shows that error
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Fig. 10. Confidence of the mean estimation (Prefix m represents multi-
state. Prefix s represents single-state.)

Contrasts by Confidence Adjusted p-value
Multi-state Violin > Single-state Violin < 0.0001
Multi-state Violin > Single-state QDot < 0.0001
Multi-state Violin > Single-state HOPs < 0.0001
Multi-state Violin > Multi-state QDot < 0.0001
Multi-state Violin > Multi-state HOPs < 0.0001
Multi-state QDot > Single-state HOPs < 0.0001
Multi-state HOPs > Single-state HOPs < 0.0001
Error Bar > Multi-state QDot < 0.0001
Error Bar > Multi-state HOPs < 0.0001
Error Bar > Single-state Violin < 0.0001
Error Bar > Single-state QDot < 0.0001
Error Bar > Single-state HOPs < 0.0001
The post-hoc method: Dunn test

Table 2. The contrasts of the mean estimation between multi-state and
single-state visualizations by confidence

bar is the highest confident visualization and multi-state violin is the
second highest confident visualization. The single-state HOPs are
ranked as the lowest confident visualization. Each multi-state visual-
ization is more confident than its single-state counterpart. Moreover,
there are clear differences between each multi-state and single-state
pair, except the multi-state and single-state QDot.

Results from statistical analysis were in line with our observations
(Kruskal-Wallis test: c2(6) = 124.18, p < 0.0001). Table 2 shows
comparisons of mean estimation confidence between visualizations
from a post-hoc Dunn test. Our findings support H3.

Confidence of the Probability Estimation. Figure 11 suggests
that the single-state QDot is the most confident visualization and it has
a clear difference with other visualizations. Multi-state violin plots
are slightly more confident than single-state violin plots. The visual
difference between single-state and multi-state HOPs is not obvious in
the graph. With a Kruskal-Wallis test, we did not find that participants
using multi-state visualizations felt more confident than those using
single-state visualizations. However, we found that single-state QDot
users felt significantly more confident than the other six visualization
users (c2(6) = 35.598, p < 0.0001 and pad j < 0.01). The finding is
partially against H3, and it also indicates that the probability estimation
task is harder.

4.10.3 Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction

Figure 12 suggests that participants using three multi-state visualiza-
tions felt slightly more satisfied compared to those using single-state
counterparts. The error bar has a similar level of satisfaction with
multi-state visualizations, but the single-state HOPs have the lowest
level of satisfaction among other charts.

Fig. 11. Confidence of the Probability Estimation (Prefix m represents
multi-state. Prefix s represents single-state.)

Fig. 12. QUIS (Error bars indicate 95% CI. The greater y values represent
that users feel more satisfied.)

4.10.4 Number of Switch Times and Average of Completion
Time

Participants switched 2.9 times on average when observing multi-state
visualizations. The multi-state violin plots are the most frequently
shifted visualization (3.79 times) compared to multi-state quantile
dotplots (2.98 times) and multi-state HOPs (2.02 times).

Figure 13 shows the correlations between absolute error and the
number of switches, which is based on the linear regression model. As
the number of switches increases, the absolute error drops gradually in
both estimation tasks. However, the dropping rate of absolute error is
more evident in the probability estimation task, since the average error
is greater than the one in the mean estimation task.

Participants spent 38.86 seconds on average on the two estimation
tasks per trial. They spent 38.82 seconds on multi-state visualizations
in contrast to single-state visualizations (40.77 seconds). However, the
error bar plots only took 32.54 seconds on average per trial, which is
the shortest time among the other visualizations.

4.10.5 Subjective Questions
30 out of 106 participants using multi-state visualizations mentioned
that they enjoyed the switching between two views and the fading
in/out effects. One subject said, “I enjoyed the ability to hover the
mouse over the graph to see additional data. This is much better than
having all the data displayed, making it more cluttered.” 55.7% of the
participants using multi-state visualization mentioned that the graphs
were straightforward and easy to understand. 16.7% of HOP users liked
that HOPs were vibrant and raised their attention. However, 31 out of
78 HOP users felt that the frame rate was too fast to follow. Five violin
users mentioned that it was fairly easy to judge the more symmetrical
plots instead of non-symmetrical ones. Two QDot users felt that it was
easy to count dots, but it was a bit difficult to calculate the estimation
in terms of 100. 29% of the participants mentioned that the probability
property estimation task is more difficult than the mean estimation task.
They worried about the accuracy of their estimates, and they were not
confident with their estimations. 15 participants felt that it is necessary
to have some interactions (e.g., zoom in, feedback).
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Fig. 13. Correlation between absolute error and number of switches (The
lines represent linear regression lines and the shaded regions represent
95% CI).

5 DISCUSSION

In the empirical study, we explored a simple variant of multi-state
visualizations. The results from the study show that participants did go
back and forth to explore two representations in multi-state conditions.

Participants using multi-state visualizations can estimate the mean
more accurately than those using single-state ones, even if some of the
single-state visualizations also convey summary statistics (e.g., violin
plot). Moreover, the results indicate that multi-state visualization par-
ticipants show greater confidence in this estimation task. This finding
supports H1 (When estimating the mean of the dataset, participants will
have lower error rates using multi-state representations than those using
single-state visualizations).

The multi-state and their corresponding single-state visualizations
share the same specific chart (e.g., violin plot is the specific chart in
both multi-state and single-state violin plots). When reasoning about
the probability, participants saw the same specific chart in both con-
ditions. Therefore, we assume that two visualizations show similar
performances in this task. Our results confirm this assumption. The
finding is in line with H2 (When estimating the probability of a random
variable below a threshold, participants using multi-state representa-
tions have similar accuracy to those using single-state visualizations).
Moreover, they have similar confidence in the probability estimate task,
which was not expected with H3 (Participants feel more confident to rea-
son about estimation using multi-state visualizations than single-state
visualizations). However, participants using multi-state visualizations
show greater confidence when estimating the mean. Therefore, our
findings partially confirm H3.

The subjective satisfaction results, using QUIS, did not support H4
(Participants feel more satisfied and attracted by multi-state visualiza-
tions). We think it is because the probability estimate is much harder
than the mean estimation, which negatively affects participants’ satisfac-
tion. Our assumptions are in line with participants’ responses collected
in the open questions and the results that show that participants have
a much higher error rate on average in the probability estimation task
compared to the mean task.

Our results also show that visualizations have lower levels of errors
when the data follow a normal distribution. When the data approximates
a normal distribution, the shape of its probability density plot is more
symmetric (e.g., violin plot). People benefit from the symmetric feature
when making estimates. This finding is also in line with participants’
responses that it is easy to judge symmetric plots rather than non-
symmetric ones. It also indicates that the difference in estimation
accuracy between single-state and multi-state visualizations is not due
to the distributions (cf. Figure 7 and Figure 9).

We replicated HOPs and our finding is in line with the results of the
original study [20]. Our findings indicate that the quantile dotplots, the
violin plots, and the error bar plots are more accurate than HOPs (SD
(m = 6.27, SD = 4.76) ) in the univariate condition. However, many
participants noted that it was not easy to make estimates due to the high
frame rate. The difference between the replicated setup and the original

one is that the interactive controls were removed from our design. This
factor might affect users’ performance.

Participants felt worried that their probability estimations were not
accurate. One reason is that estimating probability is much more diffi-
cult. The other reason is due to the nature of these visualizations. For
example, the number of dots, dot bandwidth in quantile dotplots, and
frame rate in HOPs have a significant influence on the accuracy of the
estimation. All of these introduce errors. Therefore, it is difficult to
make a 100% accurate estimation by these visualizations. This psycho-
logical stress may explain that we did not find a statistical significance
in confidence of the probability estimation task. However, if proper
interaction is given, it might mitigate the anxiety.

Although one state is missing from the single-state visualizations,
it is still a fair comparison because each single-state visualization also
conveys the mean due to the nature of each visualization (i.e., the
symmetrical feature of violin plots and quantile dotplots, and counting
frames of HOPs). Participants switched 2.9 times on average between
the two states. They spent less time on the estimation tasks than people
using single-state visualizations, even if they observed two visualiza-
tions. This finding indicates that multi-state visualization does not
slow down the estimation process. Moreover, the correlation between
absolute error and the number of switches indicates that the accuracy
of estimation is directly proportional to the number of switches. As
the number of switches increases, viewers are able to better compare
and integrate information represented by two visualizations. This pro-
cess can lead to a better understanding of the underlying data, thereby
resulting in accurate estimations.

Furthermore, the statistics of the baseline condition “error bar” show
that participants performed worse for the probability estimation task.
This suggests that participants in the multi-state visualization conditions
did observe and use each state for its corresponding task. Otherwise,
their performance on the probability estimation task should be as worse
as the baseline condition, if they only observed the error bar state.
Accordingly, the accuracy of the mean estimation task should be similar
with the one in single-state conditions, if participants only observed the
plots representing probabilities.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

As the first step of the study on multi-state visualizations, we evaluated
a simple variant of multi-state visualizations (two-state visualizations
with univariate). However, more design factors (e.g., the number of
states, variates, levels, tasks, interaction and animation) need to be
considered and evaluated in future work. Furthermore, we need to
categorize high-level tasks from real-world problems and investigate
low-level tasks to support their associated high-level tasks. Also, we
still need to investigate the mapping between visual representations and
low-level tasks.

We only used simple interaction techniques in our design, but par-
ticipants complained about the lack of interactions (e.g., no instant
feedback [27] and no other interaction aids). The lack of such an aspect
might lead to anxiety and dissatisfaction. In future work, we need to in-
vestigate interactions on switching and animations during the transition.
These two factors may affect the understanding of the underlying data.

Existing studies show that superimposing layers can lead to misin-
terpretations [5, 11–13, 22, 26, 29, 30, 37]. Superimpositions also limit
the visual encoding possibilities of creating visually distinct layers,
and constrain the number of layers that can be superimposed on each
other before the visual clutter becomes overwhelming [28]. Due to the
drawbacks of superimpositions, we find it more urgent to understand
how users make decisions through multi-state visualizations rather than
comparing with superimpositions and juxtaposing plots side by side.
In addition, the current study is already complex and it is not feasible
to add one more dimension.

Multi-state visualizations are not exclusive of either superimposi-
tions or juxtaposing side by side but an alternative design when the
number of plots and design parameters increases. We do not think one
approach simply outperforms the other two approaches in all cases.
Future work should investigate the comparisons under different circum-
stances.
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7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present multi-state visualization as an alternative
to support a decision making process with an increasing number and
complexity of descriptive plots. Three multi-state visualizations were
designed and evaluated in a crowd-sourced study. Our results confirm
that multi-state visualizations provide users with more facets of the
underlying data to explore and interpret. Users make more accurate
estimates and feel more confident when using multi-state visualizations.
Moreover, users subjectively prefer multi-state visualizations. For
future work, one possibility is to investigate the types of high- and low-
level tasks, and the interactivity on user input and animated transition.
Another is to compare the three approaches in different cases.
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Figure 1: To determine the number of participants, users specify their estimation of the means of the dependent variable in
an interactive chart (A), and add potential confounds, e.g., fatigue or practice effects (B). Argus then simulate data to calculate
statistical power (C) and the confidence interval of mean differences, animated as a dance of intervals (D). To facilitate exploration
and comparison, an interactive power history tree allows the users to quickly compare statistical power in the configurations
previously explored.

ABSTRACT
HCI researchers who create novel interaction techniques often
struggle to design effective experiments to test performance.
A priori power analysis––assessing power while designing
an experiment––is inherently challenging. This is due to the
complex relationships among parameters such as sample size,
experiment design, and effect size; which is further exacer-
bated when effect sizes for new technologies are not available.
We present Argus, a tool for interactive exploration of sta-
tistical power. In two studies, we show that both junior and
experienced researchers can successfully (1) extract parame-
ters from research articles to conduct power analyses; and (2)
use Argus to evaluate trade-offs and relationships relevant to
statistical power and sample sizes. We discuss the benefits and
limitations of Argus, as well as directions for future research.
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INTRODUCTION
Determining sample size is a key challenge in designing HCI
experiments [13, 19, 24]. Underestimating the sample size
could lead to inadequate statistical power and failures to dis-
cover an effect, despite its presence in the population (Type II
error), and ultimately the file drawer problem [31]. Because
adding participants until the result is significant is malpractice,
preregistering the sample size increases the credibility of the
investigation [7].

The sample size could be statistically determined with an a
priori power analysis. However, this requires approximating
the effect size, which quantifies the strength and consistency of
the influences of the experimental conditions on the measure
of interest. Estimating an effect size is difficult because of the
interrelation between the experimental conditions, the inher-
ent variability of the measure (e.g., differences among study
participants), and the variabilities caused by the structure of
the experiment conditions (e.g., an order effect). The diffi-
culty in estimating the effect size is a major barrier in power
analysis [25, 30].

Studies in natural science could rely on meta-analyses of mul-
tiple replication studies to suggest effect sizes or sample sizes.
In HCI, replications are rare [20] and not highly valued [17].
Therefore, sample sizes in HCI studies are usually decided
based on a rule of thumb (e.g., N ≥ 12), which are drawn from
only a small number of studies [3, 23, 13, 20]. HCI studies
usually involve human subjects; the structure of the experimen-
tal conditions could cause confounding effects such as fatigue,
carry-over, and learning effects. Analytical methods imple-
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mented in power analysis tools, say, pwr [5] or G*Power [14],
are usually not sophisticated enough to account for these ef-
fects. Furthermore, researchers often need to weigh the benefit
of statistical power against the recruitment cost, experiment
duration, and convenience of switching among experiment
conditions [13, 27]. Multiple interactive tools have been pro-
posed to allow HCI researchers to explore trade-offs among
plausible configurations of experiment designs [13, 27, 28].
Yet, the complicated relationship between statistical power
and relevant experiment parameters has only been touched
upon [13].

Existing power analysis tools are basically calculators: The
user specifies the acceptable Type I and Type II error rates,
test statistics, experimental design, and an approximate size of
the effect. The tool produces either a single sample size or a
chart that shows how statistical power increases in conjunction
with the sample size, at several effect sizes. We need tools that
allow users to explore possible trade-offs between statistical
power and the cost of other experiment parameters, especially
when the effect size is uncertain.

In this paper, we conducted an exploratory study investigat-
ing potential barriers and opportunities for power analysis
adoption among HCI researchers. Based on the results, we de-
veloped Argus, an interactive tool that supports the exploration
of the relationship between sample size and statistical power,
given particular experimental design configurations. Users can
specify and compare how their estimates of parameters (effect
sizes, confounding effects, the number of replications, and the
number of participants) and see how they influence statistical
power and the potential results in an interactive data simula-
tion. We conducted a preregistered observational think-aloud
study with nine junior- and experienced HCI researchers to
evaluate the potential of Argus to enable exploration and gener-
ate insights. The results show that interactive tools can provide
new benefits to the complex tasks of planning experiments.
Thereby they may potentially improve the power and quality
of the studies that drive our understanding of the performance
and user experience with interaction techniques.

POWER ANALYSIS PRACTICE AT CHI
We analyzed the CHI 2017–2019 proceedings on their practice
in power analysis. The contents of full papers were extracted
using CERMINE [34] and then filtered by a full-text search
with the text “power analysis” (to include both the singular
and the plural form). The resulting papers were then manually
checked by one of the authors whether the power analysis
was used to plan sample size, whether the actual sample size
matched the results from power analysis and the context of the
study. The results in Table 1 and supplementary material S1
show that only few studies used power analysis in planning
their sample size. Most of these studies recruited participants
from Amazon Mechanical Turk.

RELATED WORK
Besides G*Power [14] and pwr [5], there are several statis-
tical software packages for experiment design that provide
power analysis functionalities e.g., JMP DOE [32] and the
R packages skpr [29]. However, conducting power analysis

CHI 2017 2018 2019
Full Paper 599 605 702

Used power analysis to plan sample size 5 8 9

Actual sample is … 
power analysis sample 
size

… higher than … 2 4 2

… same as or close to … 3 0 4

… lower than … 0 1 0

Unstated the sample size from power analysis 0 3 5

Settings

M: 1
O: 1
L:  3

M: 4
O: 2
L:  1
N: 1

M: 4
O: 3
L:  2

M: MTurk, O: Online(non-Turk),  L: Lab, N: Non-human samples

Table 1. Power analysis practice at CHI

with these software tools is usually a non-interactive process,
and the parameters have to be formulated as factors in general
linear models. Such formulation limits the accessibility of
researchers who are not extensively trained in statistics.

The field of HCI created several software tools to assist in
counterbalancing design, including Touchstone [27], Touch-
stone2 [13], and NeXP [28]. Among these tools, only Touch-
stone2 considers statistical power by visualizing the relation-
ship between the number of participants and the statistical
power in a chart. The users can either choose the predefined
effect sizes or specify estimates of the dependent variables
for each condition numerically, which could be cumbersome
to explore ranges of parameters. Besides, Touchstone2 only
calculates the power of the overall model, which considers all
factors of all independent variables. A more nuanced compar-
ison, such as pairwise comparisons, could not be expressed.
Therefore, we need a tool that allows the exploration of factors
that influence statistical power.

PRELIMINARY STUDY
Several pieces of information are required in a priori power
analysis. We conducted a preliminary study to understand the
barriers that researchers face in retrieving them from scientific
articles and opportunities for design.

Participants
We recruited 8 volunteers (1 woman, 7 men), age 25–36 (mean
= 28, SD = 3.5): 2 post-doc, 4 Ph.D. students, and 2 Master
students. All of them had basic training in controlled exper-
iments. All except P1 and P3 had designed and conducted
several experiments in the past. We recruited them from two
institutions in different countries for the diversity in their edu-
cational background on experimental research. There were no
financial incentives for participation.

Tasks
The participants were asked to retrieve the pieces of informa-
tion required for power analysis from two research papers (the
stimuli paper), one after another in this order:

1. Callahan et al.’s experiment comparing pie and linear
menus [4].
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2. Douglas et al.’s experiment comparing Joystick and Touch-
pad on a Fitts’ pointing task [9].

We made several precautions to ensure that the duration of
each study session did not exceed an hour: All papers were
printed in black-and-white and double-sided. We used print-
outs instead of screens because the physicality of paper al-
lowed participants to easily flip between the pages, comparing
them side-by-side and annotate effortlessly [33]. Papers were
also found to be preferable to screens, among scientists for in-
depth reading [12, 26]. We marked the header of the Abstract,
Experiment, and Results section for the participants to focus
on. These marks represent the fact that researchers are usually
familiar with the structural convention of research papers and
therefore read them in a goal-directed manner [2].

The participants were asked to find all the information nec-
essary to replicate these experiments. We ensured that these
pieces of information were present in the marked sections of
the stimuli papers. The participants respond by writing on an
answer sheet (supplementary material S2). The answer sheet
for each of the stimuli paper contained a blank chart of which
with axes labeled with the levels of the independent variables
from the stimuli paper, and two fields prompting for the “num-
ber of participants” and “blocking and replications” (and an
additional text area asking for information about uncertainty
in the Douglas et al.’s paper).

These answer sheets emulated the case when researchers aim
to gather information for power analysis and already know
which dependent variables they are interested in.

Procedure
After obtaining the informed consent, we explained the goal
of the tasks: to find all the information necessary to replicate
these experiments. We first gave the participant the stimuli
paper and a blank sheet of paper and asked them to read the
marked sections and write down notes (on the blank paper) or
annotate (on the stimuli) relevant information. After the first
read-through, the participants were given the answer sheet to
fill in their answers. After the completion of the two tasks,
we interviewed about their experience in designing and con-
ducting experiments. We probed for information about how
they determine the number of participants. We also asked
demographic questions.

Data collection and analysis
We collected the papers with annotations and highlighting, and
the answer sheets. We recorded audio and took field notes.
Based on the answer sheet, we also determined whether each
participant missed relevant information, which is necessary
for calculating estimated statistical power (for a replication
study that they were instructed to collect the data for):

● Independent variables and their levels,● Counterbalancing strategies and blocking structure● The number of replications● Dependent variables (i.e., measurements)● Uncertainty, e.g., variance, standard deviation, or confi-
dence intervals (only in Douglas et al.’s paper)

IV/DV: Independent/dependent variables, CB: counterbalancing and blocking

Information missed ( ) or imprecisely reported (~)
Calllahan Douglas

P1 (Post-doc)
P2 (PhD student)
P3 (PhD student) ~ IV
P4 (PhD student) ~ number of replications ~ CB
P5 (MSc student) ~ IV levels ~ IV, ~ CB
P6 (MSc student) ~ IV levels,  CB
P7 (Post-doc)  SD of DV
P8 (PhD student)  DV  DV

Table 2. Pieces of information that the participants missed to identify

P1 P2

Figure 2. Sketches of uncertainty (P1) and blocking structure (P2)

The interviews and the field notes are partially transcribed.
Two co-authors conducted a bottom-up thematic analysis.

Results
Retrieving and expressing information for power analysis
Table 2 shows that the participants were able to retrieve most
of the pieces of information relevant to power analysis. Com-
mon mistakes included the misidentification of the levels of the
independent variables during the first read-through and the mis-
specification of the counterbalancing and blocking structure.
P5 only highlighted the IVs themselves but not their levels,
and P6 noted down two IVs but only one with levels. Each
participant used a different way to specify counterbalancing
and blocking, P4 and P5 only reported one counterbalancing
strategy but missed the other. This might be because the block-
ing and counterbalancing are not clearly specified but more
buried in the text. Tools for supporting power analysis usually
require the user to specify an effect size. However, those tools
do not support users by letting them specify the measurements
for each condition directly.

Although the uncertainties were prompted as a text field, P1
and P4 specify them graphically on the chart as error bars
directly on the chart (Figure 2, left). P2 also sketched how
the blocking structure looks like in the note from his first
read-through (Figure 2, right).

Practices in determining the number of participants
Participants mentioned that they took “inspiration from other
papers” (P2) for designing experiments as well as data analy-
sis, especially P8 based on the number of his previous study
from related work.

P7 and P8 know what power analysis is, but they did not
consider it useful for planning experiments because “You can
only do a power analysis if you already have an idea of how
big the effect is” (P7). This is contrary to the fact that P7
could identify relevant information to calculate effect sizes.
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Although P5’s supervisor set the lowest possible number of
participants to 12, he ended up recruiting a little more because
of the counterbalancing strategy. P6 used Touchstone2 [13] to
decide how many participants to recruit, but did not recall the
exact number.

P2, P4, and P7 mentioned that they need to address fatigue and
learning effects in their studies. They mentioned trying out
different counterbalancing strategies in one or multiple pilot
studies. While they relate these to counterbalancing strate-
gies, they did not mention any connections to power analysis
or sample sizes. None of them had used power analysis to
determine the number of participants.

Discussion
Overall, the participants managed to retrieve most of the in-
formation for power analysis. Each participant captured the
information differently, and some used graphical methods even
unprompted. Although they could identify relevant informa-
tion, none used them to conduct a power analysis for their
experiments. They also considered power analysis to be an
optional practice, separated from counterbalancing designs.
These findings suggest that a barrier to power analysis could
be lowered by (1) letting the users specify the inputs to the
power analysis in terms that they are familiar with (e.g., ask-
ing for the amount and the SD of dependent variables instead
of the effect sizes, and asking for the counterbalancing and
blocking design instead of the test statistics and procedure),
and (2) allowing the users to tweak relevant parameters and
confounding effects.

ARGUS
We created Argus, an interactive visualization system that al-
lows researchers to explore the implications of their decisions
in experiment design in multiple scenarios. Since interactive
systems for designing experiment counter-balancing are al-
ready proposed in the literature [27, 28, 13], we assume that
the users could come up with several candidate experiment
design before weighing them in Argus. In figures below, we
use a hypothetical scenario to explain the design of Argus:
a 2 × 2 experiment on how MEDIUM (paper vs. screen) and
LAYOUT (one- vs. two-column) influences READINGTIME.

Dependent variable (DV) information
Argus asks for the name, unit, expected range, natural-
language interpretation, and variability of the DV. These values
are used to compute the initial ranges of the axes in the interac-
tive charts. Thereafter, the range could be modified afterward
by panning and zooming each chart, and the names and the
unit by double-clicking on them. The interpretation text, e.g.,
“30 minutes is faster than 50 minutes”, is used to aid in reading
the pairwise plot, which will be described below. Argus asks
the user to estimate the variability. The users could estimate
this value from the literature by averaging the SD of all con-
ditions, or from a pilot study. This variability determines the
initial range of the sliders to specify various confounds. The
ranges could be changed afterward.

procedure PROPAGATECHANGE(nodes n, difference d)
C← CHILDRENOF(n)
Cu← UNLOCKEDNODES(C)
for c ∈Cu do ▷ Top-down propagation (Fig. 3-1)

c← d×�C���Cu�
end for

UPDATE(n)
end procedure

procedure UPDATE(node n)
vpast← n.value
C← CHILDRENOF(n)
n.value← (∑c∈C c.value)��C�
p← PARENTOF(n)
if ISUNLOCKED(p) then

UPDATE(p) ▷ Bottom-up update (Fig. 3-2)
else ▷ If the parent is locked, . . .

d← n.value−vpast
for s ∈ SIBLINGS(n) do ▷ . . . distribute to siblings

PROPAGATECHANGE(s,−d) ▷ (Fig. 3-3)
end for

end if

end procedure

Algorithm 1: The Algorithm of Propagating Changes in the
Hierarchical Structure

The expected-average widget
Argus then shows an interactive bar chart: The user can specify
their estimates of the mean of the DV in each of the experi-
mental conditions (Fig. 3-A). We chose the graphical rather
than numerical input to encourage exploration and to leverage
efficient visual interpretations. Previous works also found
the benefits of graphical elicitation over numerical ones when
dealing with uncertainties [16, 22]. Furthermore, to facilitate
visual recognition, the levels of each independent variable are
encoded in two different visual channels (hue and saturation).

To facilitate exploration of the main effects (the difference
between group-means) and the interaction effects (when the
means within of each group differs according to another inde-
pendent variable), Argus provide two interaction techniques:

1. The main effect of each level of the independent variable
can be specified by dragging drag the group-mean or the
grand-mean.

2. To specify an interaction effect without influencing the main
effect, the user can lock the group means and then drag the
bars in each group.

The hierarchical locking mechanism is hierarchical, and its
iterative propagation-updating is explained in Algorithm 1
and is demonstrated in Figure 3 (right). To support these
techniques, the hierarchy of the two-tiered horizontal axis
could be switched with a toggle button.

The pairwise-difference widget
The differences between the means (and specified variability
and confounds, which will be described below) are visualized
in a pairwise-difference plot. The vertical axis lists all mC2
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2. Update each group-mean in 
a bottom-up manner

Grand mean (draggable)

1. Distribute the changes top-
down evenly among unlocked  

child widgets

3. Upon facing a lock, 
distribute the changes 

among unlocked siblings 

Group mean (draggable)

Dragging the group-mean

downward

Dragging a bar

upward

Locked group mean. 
Dragging a bar upward

Lock/unlock buttons

Figure 3. A direct manipulation interface for specifying means (left) and its locking mechanism (right; see also Algorithm 1)

Bi-polar mode

Difference mode

Reading sequence:

“paper is faster by around 

10–15 minutes”

Figure 4. The pairwise-difference widget and its two modes axis labeling.

possible pairs of the m levels within each of the independent
variables, and the horizontal axis shows the amount of the
difference in the DV unit. For each pair, Argus shows the
mean of the difference and its 95% confidence interval. The
displayed values are calculated by fitting a mixed-effect model
and run a general linear hypothesis testing using the lme4
and the multcomp R packages, respectively [1, 21]. The
users could select a subset of the condition-pairs that they are
interested in. In such a case, Argus specifies them as paired
contrasts, and the confidence intervals are calculated with a
single-step adjustment. These statistical methods adjust the
confidence interval to keep the familywise error rate of the
selected set of comparisons consistent at a = .05.

Typically, reading such the pairwise difference plot could
be challenging, especially when the difference is negative.
Therefore, we implemented an alternative bi-polar label mode
showing directional labels on both the primary (left) and the
secondary (right) vertical axis, as shown in Figure 4 (top).
Such directional axis labeling is inspired by [10, Fig. 17].
The user can switch between the two modes by holding the
shift button on the keyboard. In the bipolar mode, the user
can interpret the results by looking only either on the left or
on the right of the zero line; therefore, the axis values are
always shown in positive. To further helping the interpretation,
hovering the mouse cursor over the vicinity of the CI shows a
pop-up natural language interpretation.

Since Argus shows simulated data (instead of real data col-
lected from an experiment), it needs to communicate the
uncertainty that is inherent in such simulation to the users.
Therefore, we use the dance of the CIs, a time multiplexing
approach to show the results of multiple simulations in the
same figure [8, 11]. We choose this method instead of plot-
ting meta-analysis confidence intervals for transparency. This
method also allows Argus to be responsive: In our setup, the
results from five simulated datasets could be calculated with
the turnaround time less than 300 ms on average. We show
these results first and gradually update the results when the
additional simulations are ready. By default, we simulated 30
datasets from the specified parameters. (Details on the simula-
tion will be described in the Confound widgets section.) The
animation runs in 2 fps, to allow the user to notice changes
between frames [35].

Power Trade-off View
Increasing either the number of participants or the number of
replications will positively affect the power but has different
costs. For example, more replications will increase the du-
ration for individual participants, and more participants will
increase the financial budget. Therefore, we use the power
trade-off view (Fig. 5, middle) to show the non-linear rela-
tionship between the power and the number of participants.
The black curve shows the relationship between power and
the number of participants. This is calculated at the number of
replications indicated on the right (7). Since the effect size of
each pair of levels could be different, Argus shows a warning
if there are any pairs with lower power. The black dot indi-
cates the currently selected number of participants in Argus.
Because the users can explore different scenarios in Argus
with the help of power history (discussed below), we decided
to show only one curve without a confidence band (as in [13])
to avoid confusion. The participant can select the number of
participants by adjusting a slider or by clicking on the black
line. They can also switch the horizontal axis between the
number of participants and the number of replications. Since
the user may want to inspect the impact of adjusting one pa-
rameter (e.g. the number of replications) to the relationship
between another parameter (e.g. the number of participants)
and the power, we provided a dedicated slider widget for each
of these two parameters.
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1. Hovering on a history node

2. The differences in power trade-offs 
and pairwise differences are shown

Figure 5. Power History View (left), Power Trade-off View (middle), and a Snapshot of Pairwise Difference View (right)

The trade-off chart shows the relationship under a hypothesis
(e.g. “Screen - Paper”) Different hypotheses can be explored
by changing the drop-down menu. The user could also select a
“Minimum power” to err on a safe side. All possible pairwise
hypotheses could be selected from this menu, independently of
their status in the pairwise-difference widget. This is to allow
the user to explore the nuisance factors without changing how
the confidence interval of differences are calculated.

The trade-off plot is populated by calculating power for each
combination of the number of participants and the number of
replications. For responsiveness, this calculation is done in two
ways. Firstly, for each hypothesis, Argus calculates Cohen’s d
from all simulated datasets for that parameter configuration.
The lowest Cohen’s d is then used to calculate power with
the pwr.t.test function [5] at each number of participants.
These outputs are sent to the user interface for responsiveness
(average turn around time: 200 ms).

For the configurations that are interesting for the user, they
could mark them in the Power history widget (described be-
low). The power for these configurations will be simulated
in a more sophisticated manner: The backend will spawn a
new process to create a mixed-effects model with the contrasts
corresponding to the selected hypotheses. This model is used
to run an extensive power simulation with 1000 copies in the
background using the simulateY function [15]. The latter
step takes 2–3 minutes per calculation, and the results are sent
back to the UI asynchronously when they are ready.

Confound widgets
Users can specify fatigue effect, carry-over effect, practice
effect (within-condition and whole experiment) and participant
difference effect via a set of sliders. While users are dragging
a slider, a preview pop-up is shown (Fig. 6) and is dynamically
updated during the dragging. The confounds are incorporated
into the data simulation in the process described in the next
section.

Experiment Design View
Users can adjust the counter-balancing techniques, the number
of replications, and the number of participants. The choices of
counter-balancing techniques and blocking determine how
each of the confounds influences the dependent variables.
Since UIs for specifying blocking and counter-balancing are
already proposed by many works [13, 27, 28], we envision

that these systems could be used to create several candidate
designs to be compared in Argus. Therefore, in our prototype,
we use a drop-down list with a fixed number of experiment de-
signs to represent this part. We use the Touchstone Language
(TSL) and its compiler to generate a trial table [13].

Each dataset is simulated with the following steps:

1. The mean values from the expected-average widget are used
together with the variability specified in the DV information
page to generate a data for each condition.

2. Then, the trial table (from TSL compiler) is used to calculate
each of the confound effects.

3. These confound effects are then added to the data.

For responsiveness, we vectorized the data simulation code,
resulting in less than 30 ms per dataset at the maximum setup
in our UI (50 participants, 10 replications).

Power History View
Each tweak of a parameter creates a new history node, which
captures all input parameters and all results from the simula-
tion. The history nodes are recorded in a tree shown in the
power history view (Fig. 5, left). A black dot is a current node.
Hovering on a past node shows differences between the set
of parameters of the selected node and the one of the hovered
node. The differences are visualized in the same plots, but in
orange (Fig. 5, middle and right). Furthermore, clicking on
a history node allows the user to jump backward or forward
in the timeline. The users can create branches representing
different sets of scenarios and iteratively refine each branch
before comparing the final solution of each. Also, users can
mark interesting nodes to aid recall. A marked node is encir-
cled by a circle. The power history could be panned (dragging
an empty area) and zoomed (mouse-scroll).

The backend of Argus was implemented with an R and Shiny.
The front end was implemented with D3.1

EVALUATION
We conducted an observational think-aloud study to investi-
gate what insights researchers can gain from being able to
interactively explore the impact of design choices (e.g., num-
ber of replication, number of participants, counterbalancing)

1 r-project.org, shiny.rstudio.com, d3js.org
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Practice Effect

Whole-Experiment

Practice Effect

Within-Condition

Fatigue Effect Carryover Effect

Figure 6. Previews of Confound Parameters in the Expected Confound View

for their experiments. We preregistered the experiment and
the analysis plan.2

Participants
The insights that researchers could gain is heavily based on
their prior experience with experiment design. To capture
diverse types of insights, we recruited novice and experienced
HCI researchers. Three of them participated in the preliminary
study. Four are senior researchers with PhD, or senior PhD
students, with extensive experience in planning, conducting,
and analyzing data from experiments. The other five are PhD
students, who have learned theories about experiment design
but only planned two or fewer experiments. To ensure di-
versity in how the participants were trained, we will recruit
participants from four different research labs in four countries.
The participants received 30 EUR as compensation for their
participation. Unfortunately, in this study, all participants were
male.

Apparatus
We used an earlier version of Argus that has two differences:

1. There was only one slider for the practice effect, represent-
ing the within-condition (Figure 6, bottom-right)

2. Except the power history, the axes range of the charts could
not be adjusted by dragging.

Three participants (2 experts, 1 novice) participated lo-
cally, the rest participated remotely, add accessed Argus via
shinyapps.io3. We use Skype screen sharing to record the
interaction videos. For local participants, Argus was installed
used locally on a Macbook Pro (15-inch, 2.5GHz, MacOS
10.14), and we used QuickTime to record interaction videos.

Procedure
Training: The study started with a 20-minute introduction
session during which the participants watched a video intro-
ducing Argus. (The video is provided as the video figure, see
2 Click here for an anonymized preregistration URL
3 ANONYMIZED

supplementary material S3 for the video script.) The video
included a short refresher on experiment design and statis-
tics and two interruptions that encouraged the participants
were asked twice to pause and try out interactions with Ar-
gus. The participants were encouraged to ask questions during
the training period. Before advancing to the task, we asked
the participants to ensure that they were able to use and felt
comfortable using it.

Testing: After obtaining an informed consent, we asked the
participants to plan a replication study based on an informa-
tion sheet. The half-page long information sheet contains a
summary of Douglas et al. [9]’s Fitts’ law study and provided
information about the means and SD of the movement time
dependent variable. We added a text indicating that “there was
a mild learning effect”, which was not in the original paper.
We provided two additional alternatives for the participants to
explore, in addition to the original experiment design (1):

1. Latin square, blocked by device
2. Same as above, but the trials with the same device are group

together
3. Latin square with both variables (without blocking) and

then group the trials with the same device together
More precisely, the TSL of these designs are:
(1) <Latin(Device = {Touchpad, Joystick},10,

Random(ID = {3, 5, 7},1))>

(2) <Serial(Latin(Device = {Touchpad, Joystick},10,

Random(ID = {3, 5, 7},1)))>

(3) <Serial(Latin(Device = {Touchpad, Joystick} x

ID = {3, 5, 7},10))>

We provided an excerpt of trial tables of each design, each
printed on a sheet of paper, as an aid for understanding. The
participants were allowed to ask questions about these designs
before the test started.

When the participant ready, we asked them to come up with
two alternative designs. Each should have a lower number
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Academic Level: Ph.D. Student, Post-doc, Higher

Expertise Academic Level Country of Work
P1 Expert Higher anonym
P2 Expert Higher anonym
P3 Novice Ph.D. Student anonym
P4 Expert Post-doc anonym
P5 Expert Ph.D. Student anonym
P6 Novice Ph.D. Student anonym
P7 Novice Ph.D. Student anonym
P8 Novice Ph.D. Student anonym
P9 Novice Post-doc anonym

Figure 7. Background information for the participants.

of replications and a higher number of participants than the
original (10 replications with 12 participants). We asked the
participants to think-aloud protocol and periodically remind
them to do so.

After the task, participants were asked to fill out five Likert-
type questions (5-point) asking about their experience and
insights. Lastly, we conducted a short interview during which
we asked participants about their experiment planning process,
and probed for insights of the task.

Data Collection and analysis
We captured the screen of the application and logged each
of the interactions of the user. We recorded audio and took
field notes during the whole study. Two of the co-authors used
the field notes to guide a partial transcription. The transcrip-
tion was coded with a top-down coding scheme based on the
typology of data models [6]. Then, three of the co-authors
performed a bottom-up thematic analysis together using the
affinity diagram method [18]. Raw quantitative data (transi-
tions among parameters, answers to the Likert-type questions)
were counted and visualized.

RESULTS
We were able to identify how our participants used Argus to
explore the different parameters, how they made use of the
History and Diff Preview, how they were able to make sense
of potential confounds, and how the interpreted the statistics.
Participants gave feedback on the current state of Argus as
well as potential features.

Exploring relationships among parameters
Participants used each of the widgets frequently during their
exploration process (Fig. 8 top). Participants explored the
effect of each widget repeatably as well as transitions between
the different widgets (Fig. 8 bottom). It is clear to see how par-
ticipants explored the number of participants closely together
with the number of replications. Most of the participants
agreed that they gained new understandings about concepts
in experiment design (Fig. 10). While the participants were
exploring using the widgets, they said out aloud the inferences
they made:

● number of participants→ power (P1, P4, P9, P8, P3)● number of replications→ power (P8, P9, P7, P6, P5, P3)● expected means→ power (P1, P2)● fatigue effect→ power (P9, P7)● experiment design→ power (P4, P8)

Carryover Effect

Participant Difference

Fatigue Effect

Num of Replications

Expected Average

Num of Participants

Practice Effect

0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0
Frequency of Use

Fatigue

Carryover

Practice

Replications

Participants

Average

Participant
Diff

131

10

1

Figure 8. Frequencies of interactions with and the transition between

the design parameters.

Participants 10–16

Practice 0–3

Fatigue 0–2
Carry-over 0–1

Replications 4–6

Power History

Figure 9. The whole exploration history of P8 with step annotations

● practice effect→ power (P8)● expected means→ confidence intervals (P2, P5)● experiment design→ fatigue effect (P3, P5)● experiment design→ order effect (P3)● number of replications→ fatigue effect (P6)

Participants used the history plot and the trade-off plot to see
the power changes by adjusting confound parameters. Fig. 9
shows the whole exploration history of P8, and the annota-
tions describe the perturbations in each step. For example, P8
noticed that the power in the history chart was still below the
0.8 thresholds. He observed the trade-off view and increased
the number of participants from 10 to 16. He talked aloud his
inference on how the number of participants and the number
of replications influence the power observed in the trade-off
plot. P8 increased the number of replications from 4 to 6.
He mentioned that more replications make participants more
familiar with the tasks but also get tired. He increased the
practice effect from 0 to 3 and increased the fatigue effect 0 to
2. He also increased the carry-over effect from 0 to 1.

Patterns in the use of history
We found that participants used the power history plot in two
ways. One way is that they used history to compare the pro-
gression of power changes as they gradually adjusted a design
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I learned new concepts in experiment design

I found it easy to compare different scenarios

I gained insights in designing my own experiment

I gained new understandings about concepts in experiment design

I was able to understand the UI.

5 0 5 10

Strongly disagree Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly disagree Strongly agree
Neutral

Number of responses

Figure 10. Result of Study Questionnaire

parameter. For example, P1, P3, P4, P6, and P7 tweaked
confound parameters while observing how the power changes.
P4 and P8 switched from one counterbalancing technique to
another and saw which technique has more power. The other
is that they compared two nodes by hovering interaction. P2,
P4, P5, P7, and P9 observed the differences of every confound
parameter between two nodes. P4 compared the trade-offs
between two nodes and checked whether a design with high
power was in line with a significant mean difference and rea-
sonable CI.

Furthermore, participants simulated different strands of design
scenarios by jumping backward or forward in the history time-
line. P1 and P4 branched out new history lines based on past
nodes and explored the potential alternatives on each path.

Understanding Confounds
Participants explored the confound parameters based on the
replication material and their own experience. P9 felt it was
necessary to consider the carry-over effect in the design, even
if no carry-over effect was mentioned in the original study.
(P9 “there should be some (carry-over) effect between the first
condition and the rests.”) P2, P3, P4, and P5 changed the
effects and observed the influence on the power and pairwise
difference via the other plots. P1, P2, P3, and P5 used the
same mental model to balance the fatigue effect out by practice
effect.

Moreover, participants used the pop-up preview to understand
confounds and counterbalancing techniques. P7 and P8 were
not familiar with the carry-over effect and practice effect, but
they understood the difference when they saw the previews.
P1 and P7 understood the difference between two counterbal-
ancing techniques through the preview of the practice effect.
P9 “the preview is very useful to understand the confound
effects.” Participants linked the confound parameters when
they explored the alternative experiment scenarios. P2, P3, P5,
P6, and P8 added fatigue effect to their experiments when the
number of replications is increased. P8 “adding more replica-
tions can yield higher power, but participants may be tired. I
need to increase the fatigue.”

However, some participants also met problems when exploring
the expected confound view. P1, P2, and P5 wondered why
there were no changes in the preview even if they adjusted the
practice effect, but they did not notice that the selected design
has already balanced out the practice effect or the number of
replication was one. P5 found it difficult to adjust the exact
value of the confound parameters when the SD was set too
large.

Statistical Interpretation
Participants gained insights of the experiment based on the
pairwise comparison plot . P3, a novice researcher, verbally
interpreted the confidence intervals and their overlap with
zero. P5 concluded based on the dancing away from the
zero line that lower IDs are faster than larger IDs based on
the bipolar texts and arrows in the pairwise plot. He also
notices the relationship between the pairwise differences, the
expected means, and the confounds. P7 inferred that joystick
is faster than trackpad based on the center and size of the
confidence interval. P8 correctly interprets that joystick is
slower than trackpad and that the IDs are not significantly
different. Further, he notices that the confidence interval of
joystick and trackpad is small, a strong effect and that for the
IDs the spread is much larger.

P2 selected the checkboxes for the hypothesis in the pairwise
comparison plot and observed how the confidence intervals
update. Later on, he kept only the ‘trackpad - joystick’ active
as the others are not of interest.

Feedback and Suggestions
Participants expressed the wish for a more direct manipulation
with the interface in order to make the interaction more intu-
itive and to remove superfluous steps. Three areas in Argus
were particularly mentioned: the expected average chart, the
trade-off chart, and the pairwise comparison chart.

● P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, and P8 suggested to make the y-axis of
the expected average chart interactive so that it is easier to
specify the input ranges. During the study, the participants
had to open a modal where they could adjust the range.

● P3 tried setting the number of participants in the trade-off
chart by dragging the dot or clicking on the line.

● P1, P2, and P8 did not understand the difference between
the general variability and the participants difference. They
suggested to have an overall variance display in Argus.

● P2 and P3 would prefer to be able to specify variability
for each condition directly as opposed to only one overall
variability.

We incorporated the feedback into a subsequent version.

DISCUSSION
Argus is another addition to the ecology of tools developed
in the HCI community aiming to improve practices in experi-
ment design and statistical analysis. Like previous works [36,
13], Argus demonstrate the power of direct manipulation in-
terfaces to assist in the tasks previously dominated by menu-
or command-based interfaces. These works adds interactivity
to existing domain objects (statistical charts and trial tables)
to allow the users to specify, compare, and explore diverse
outcome possibilities. These common interaction capabilities
and the mappings between abstract concepts in experiment
design and statistics to interactive visualizations seem to sug-
gest an emerging design pattern for more usable software

tools for research scientists.

The challenges that these works, including Argus, face are
the limited user evaluation. In other words, our studies have
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low power. Specifically, we face a trade-off between the

coverage of use cases (e.g., which experiment designs to

support) and realism of the studies. For Argus, we set the
scope of use cases by pre-determining the scenarios for the
study participants. Although this makes the implementation
tractable, the participants might be less motivated to explore,
compared to when they design their own experiments. How-
ever, each researcher usually designs and conducts only a few
experiments per year. This imposes a challenge of collecting
meaningful longitudinal data. On the other hand, one could
assess learning achievements by novices as in [36]. However,
it is unclear how much the design implications drawn from
educational software could apply to the software for experts.
In summary, we need a methodology that allows studying

infrequent knowledge works being conducted by experts.

CONCLUSION
Our goal is to encourage HCI researchers to consider statistical
power when planning their experiments. Towards this goal, we
present three contributions to this paper. First, a preliminary

study reveals that researchers could find pieces of information
relevant to power analysis. Based on this finding, we present
Argus, an interactive simulation tool that lets researchers ex-
plore the relationship among experiment design parameters,
statistical outcome, and power. Lastly, a think-aloud study

shows that researchers could gain insights by exploring the re-
lationship among concepts in experiment design and statistical
power through Argus. We hope that Argus is a stepping stone
towards an ecology of interactive software tools that support
the works of expert scientists.
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